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1 Introduction

Subsidizing the private provision of health insurance constitutes a large and growing fraction

of government’s expenditures in health care. Recently, the design of complex subsidization

policies within the Affordable Care Act has spurred extensive political debate and become the

centerpiece of disagreement around the Act. Potentially even more important, however, is

the ongoing shift from the traditional fee-for-service model to subsidized private provision of

Medicare coverage, as the budgetary outlays on the Medicare program are roughly five times

the projected annual spending on the Exchanges, and amounted to more than $500 billion in

2014.1 This development substantially changes how the government spends money in health

care, pivoting away from direct reimbursement of physician and hospital services toward

the subsidization of private insurance plans. Despite the importance of subsidy spending in

budgetary outlays, very little is known about the efficiency and the distributional effects of

the existing subsidization policies.

In this paper we use the institutional environment of Medicare Part D, a privately pro-

vided, publicly-subsidized insurance program for prescription drugs, to derive lessons about

the efficiency implications of different subsidy designs. Part D is an important, controversial,

and expensive program, with federal spending totaling more than $76 billion annually. We

focus our study on the mechanism determining subsidies for Prescription Drug Plans (PDP)

in Medicare Part D, particularly on strategic behavior by insurers. Despite the importance

of supply-side incentives in this setting, the academic and policy debate has so far mostly

focused on individuals’ choices in the Part D program, leaving aside insurers’ pricing in-

centives. To start closing this gap, we explore the allocative efficiency implications of the

mechanism that Medicare uses to determine subsidies in Medicare Part D. This mechanism

relies heavily on insurers’ behavior, deriving government subsidies from prices set by insurers.

Since subsidies account for the majority of insurers’ revenues, the endogeneity of subsidies

to insurers’ pricing raises concerns about potential efficiency distortions on the supply-side.

Our research strategy starts with the estimation of demand for prescription drug plans.

In each market, firms offer a list of insurance plans which vary across several dimensions

such as the size of the deductible, the set of drugs that are covered, whether the plan has

a “donut-hole,” which is a region of expenditures for which the plan reverts to 100 percent

co-insurance, and the plan’s premium. Demand in Part D is slightly more complicated than

1Source: Congressional Budget Office, 2014 Medicare Baseline. In terms of federal spending, out of total
federal outlays of $3.5 trillion in 2013, the net federal outlays for Medicare amount to 14 percent or $492
billion.
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the typical setting due to the presence of two groups of consumers: so-called regular enrollees

and low-income (LIS) enrollees.2 Regular enrollees make unrestricted choices from all plans

offered in their region and pay a partially-subsidized premium. In contrast, low-income

enrollees, who constitute 35 percent of all enrollees, are randomly assigned to eligible plans

by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and pay nothing. These enrollees,

however, can and do opt out of the random assignment process and freely choose any plan

at additional cost.3 Using four years of data on the characteristics and enrollments of all

Part D PDP plans across all 34 Medicare Part D in the US, we estimate demand for both

regular and LIS enrollees using the random coefficients discrete choice framework pioneered

by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995). Our use of a random coefficients framework allows

us to address heterogeneity across consumers, which is a motivation for introducing choice

into these types of programs.

Given demand estimates for insurance plans, we then turn our attention to modeling the

behavior of firms. A critical piece of this puzzle is the rule for how a firm’s pricing decision,

hereafter referred to as its bid, are turned into premiums that enrollees face. Medicare bene-

ficiaries do not face full prices or bids set by insurers; instead, there is an intermediate process

by which CMS decides on how much of the insurer’s bid will be paid by the government in

subsidies, and how much will be paid by enrollees in premiums. In this process, CMS takes

the sum of all bids for all participating insurers in the US, combines them with prices from

the Medicare Advantage market, averages them using enrollment weights from the previous

year, and takes a fraction of the resulting number to obtain the base subsidy. The premium

of a given plan is then determined by taking the maximum of zero and the firm’s bid minus

this base subsidy. This pricing mechanism has three effects on market outcomes. First,

consumers face premiums that are strictly lower than firm bids, which increases demand.

Second, the relative premiums of plans are distorted by this mechanism; this is important

since it distorts the choices behavior of consumers across plans. Third, the same bids de-

termine the plans’ eligibility to enroll the randomly-assigned LIS enrollees. Only plans with

a premium below the average premium in their market are eligible for random assignment

of LIS enrollees. Consequently, there is a key linkage between the two groups: the bidding

process by which plans qualify to be eligible for low-income assignments also influences pre-

miums for regular enrollees. Thus, these incentives distort both the public payments for

2Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2009) explains how LIS eligibility is determined. In general,
consumers below some multiple of the federal poverty level, depending on family size, are eligible for LIS
classification.

3As of 2011, about one-third of LIS enrollees had opted out of the random assignment system.
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low-income enrollees and the prices and choices of regular enrollees. We model firm behavior

in light of these incentives and recover estimates of plan-level marginal costs.

With demand and supply cost estimates in hand, we then characterize the welfare effects

of the current subsidy mechanism. Our welfare estimates depend on the estimated consumer

surplus, producer profits, and the social cost of government spending. We assume that the

deadweight loss of taxation is given by 30 cents per dollar of revenue raised (Hausman and

Poterba, 1987). We also make two critical assumptions in computing welfare. First, we

assume that the rest of the world does not change as we modify the subsidy mechanism

in Part D PDP. As such, all of our counterfactual results are subject to the usual partial-

equilibrium critiques. Second, all of our estimates, demand, marginal cost, and government

spending, are measured relative to their opportunity cost. Consumers in this market are

not left without coverage if the Part D PDP market were to shut down; one can readily

see this as the inside share of consumers in Part D PDP is only 37.5 percent in 2012. The

remaining 62.5 percent are primarily covered by private insurance or a similar insurance

program offered under Medicare Advantage (MA-PD). Evidence from consumer level data

indicates that out of the few enrollees that switch out of the PDP plans, two-thirds move

to an MA-PD plan. Producers face a direct marginal cost of providing the good here, but

also the opportunity cost of potentially serving the same consumer in the MA-PD market.

Indeed, about 90 percent of PDP plans are offered by insurers that also offer an MA-PD

plan. The government spending opportunity cost is particularly salient, as we conservatively

assume that consumers would substitute from Part D PDP plans exclusively to MA-PD

plans rather than dropping a publicly subsidized program altogether. This implies that all

of our estimates—demand, marginal cost, government spending, and, thus, social welfare—

are relative to the outside option.

We first calculate welfare estimates for the observed prices and allocations. Our findings

suggest that relative to the existing outside option, the current levels of subsidies in the

stand-alone Prescription Drug Plans are generating negative nominal welfare with a return

of only 17 cents of surplus for every dollar of government spending. However, once the

foregone costs of providing similar services in MA-PD are considered, the program generates

substantial surplus, with a return of $1.12 per dollar of opportunity cost. This is one of our

primary findings; the positive welfare effect of Part D PDP is driven almost exclusively by

the opportunity cost of government spending. On its own merits, the total cost of providing

subsidized goods exceeds their benefits; expenditures of $9.4 billion generated $2.5 billion of

consumer surplus and $459 million of producer profit. However, we estimate that foregone
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costs of providing similar coverage in MA-PD is $8.3 billion. Considering the opportunity

cost and the deadweight loss of taxation to raise government funds, we estimate that the

program in its current form generates $1.5 billion in surplus.

To understand the role of the various pieces of the subsidy mechanism, and to assess

its efficiency relative to several alternative approaches, we perform several counterfactual

experiments. We start with two counterfactuals that examine regulatory links between parts

of the PDP subsidy mechanism. Recognizing potential problems arising from mixing together

the regular enrollees and the LIS enrollees, several policy initiatives have proposed removing

the LIS enrollees to their own market. We simulate this policy and we find that consumer

surplus and producer profit increase relative to the observed mechanism, but overall surplus

declines as the net surplus generated by the marginal consumers is exceeded by the social

cost of subsidizing the program. This finding is further exacerbated if we were to remove the

MA-PD plans from the weighted average used to compute the baseline PDP subsidy. The

message from these two counterfactuals is that these links help reduce the generosity of the

subsidy, which in turn leads to improvements in welfare. We take the latter counterfactual

as our baseline for further investigation of the properties of the mechanism, as it removes

strategic incentives for competing for LIS enrollees and possible feedback effects in the MA

market.

One of the primary motivations for managed competition is that firms will compete for

consumers, driving down prices. To assess the competitiveness of the market, we perform

two counterfactuals where we change the ownership structure. In the first, we assume that

each plan is its own firm; in the second, we assume that every plan in each market belongs to

one firm. Compared to the baseline counterfactual, we find the expected pattern that profits

increase greatly and consumer surplus declines under the monopolistic regime, with the

opposite pattern under atomistic competition. Interestingly, total surplus declines slightly

under atomistic competition but actually increases under the monopolist. The monopolist

increases prices, but this generates welfare increases as the marginal consumers who exit the

market had valuations for PDP plans that were below their social marginal cost.

This highlights a general tension in this setting: the social planner must balance the

benefits of additional consumer surplus and producer profits against the social cost of sub-

sidizing the provision of those goods. To formalize this, we perform several counterfactuals

where the government sets prices directly. In the first, prices are set at private marginal

cost. In the second, the government acts as the social planner, maximizing total welfare.

Under marginal cost pricing, consumer surplus is half of the current mechanism, driven
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by a more than doubling of consumer premiums and a corresponding precipitous decline in

the amount of consumers choosing to buy a Part D PDP plan. This is not a completely

unexpected result; on the one hand, prescription drug coverage in general is certainly a

valuable product for seniors. For example, Town and Liu (2003) conclude in their estimates

of welfare effects from the introduction of Medicare Advantage program that the prescription

drug insurance part of the program was extremely valuable for the Medicare population. At

the same time, Engelhardt and Gruber (2011) find evidence of substantial crowd-out, where

Part D insurance was used merely as a substitute for other prescription drug coverage sources.

Given the outside option, we may have expected to see a large substitution to the outside

good if consumers faced the marginal cost.

Marginal cost pricing mechanism, which is usually the benchmark for welfare maxi-

mization, produces terrible outcomes by ignoring an important component of welfare: the

opportunity cost of government spending. To assess that situation, we compute the social

planner’s problem. As expected, the social planner has high total surplus of $3.6 billion, or

approximately twice the current mechanism. Enrollment in Part D PDP under the social

planner is nearly 50 percent of the market. Consumer surplus is slightly higher than the

observed mechanism, but the distribution of equilibrium prices is completely different. The

social planner highlights and solves two inefficiencies of the current mechanism: average

prices are lowered to induce more people to consume in PDP, but the relative prices are also

changed to induce more consumers to choose less-costly plans.

With these benchmarks in mind, we then proceed to investigate a menu of counterfac-

tual subsidy-setting policies that CMS could implement in lieu of the current bid averaging

process. The simplest scenario would be to provide fixed vouchers that could be used to

buy a plan in the Part D market. We find that the current system operates like a voucher,

in that the average bid mechanism is set by bids of all plans, and any individual firm has

little influence on that average. Unsurprisingly, we can replicate the observed surplus very

closely using a fixed voucher. Interestingly, the current system gives welfare very close to the

optimal uniform voucher. Bridging the gap between a uniform voucher at the national level

and the social planner’s plan-specific prices, we also evaluate the welfare gains of instituting

vouchers that vary at the regional level, but find that the welfare increase is very minor.

A second option would be to use a uniform proportional discount on all plans’ bids. We

find that proportional subsidies are, in general, a disastrous idea as firms simply scale their

bids in proportion to the subsidy. Consumers face increasingly low premiums, firms are paid

increasingly large bids, and government expenditures explode. That combination results in
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large negative welfare losses.

Our paper is related to a large theoretical literature that has examined the role and

motivation for in-kind subsidies in different sectors of the economy; surprisingly, however,

the empirical analysis of the motivation and effects of such government policies is much less

explored (Currie and Gahvari, 2008). In health insurance, the literature has focused on

the effects of tax subsidies to employer-provided health insurance (Gruber and Washington,

2005). At the same time, the recent expansion of federal health insurance programs into

private markets has brought a large public policy interest to how the federal budget sub-

sidizes these programs—from privatized Medicare and Medicaid plans to the ACA health

insurance exchanges. For example, Enthoven (2011) and Frakt (2011) discuss some of the

key conceptual points and the policy debate. Conceptually and methodologically, our paper

is closest to Curto et al. (2015) that explores the questions about subsidies, competition,

and market design in the context of Medicare Advantage.

The current paper is also related to the growing literature that analyzes the Medicare

Part D program as a prominent example of a health insurance program with consumer choice.

This literature has so far mostly focused on demand questions. Several papers have explored

the rationality of individual choices (Heiss et al., 2010, 2013; Abaluck and Gruber, 2011,

2013; Ketcham et al., 2012; Kesternich et al., 2013; Kling et al., 2012; Vetter et al., 2013;

Winter et al., 2006; Ketcham et al., 2015). Relatedly, Ericson (2014); Miller and Yeo (2014b);

Abaluck and Gruber (2013); Ho et al. (2015); Polyakova (2015) explore the presence and role

of inertia in the individual choices of Part D contracts. Einav et al. (2015) study the effect

of non-linear contract structure on the drug consumption decisions in Part D. Related work

has explicitly considered the dynamic incentives within Part D contracts (Abaluck et al.,

2015; Dalton et al., 2015). A number of papers, in economics and health services research,

have examined the effect of Part D on drug utilization, adherence, and health outcomes for

the elderly, for example Ketcham and Simon (2008).

Further, this paper is related to a substantial theoretical and empirical literature on

the supply-side effects of government regulation. Laffont and Tirole (1993) gives a classic

reference on the multitude of theoretical issues. Our research question is related to the

issues of government procurement in health care, such as Duggan (2004) and Duggan and

Scott Morton (2006). The literature on the supply side of Part D is still rather small.

Ericson (2014) raises the questions of insurer strategies in Part D, arguing that insurers

are exploiting individual inertia in their pricing decisions. Ho et al. (2015) expand on this

theme, exploring the extent of strategic supply-side pricing in response to consumer inertia.
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Duggan et al. (2008); Duggan and Scott Morton (2010) estimate the effect of Part D on

drug prices, and Yin and Lakdawalla (2015) analyzes how Part D enrollment affects private

insurance markets. Decarolis (2015) focuses entirely on the supply-side, documenting that

insurers are pricing strategically to take advantage of low-income-subsidy policies in Part

D. Chorniy et al. (2014) explore the issues around Medicare Part D mergers. Miller (2015)

and Miller and Yeo (2014a) consider questions of risk adjustment, low-income subsidies,

and the effect of providing a public option in Part D, respectively—both of these issues of

market design are close in spirit to the questions we explore in the current paper. Also

close to the current paper is Lucarelli et al. (2012), which considers the welfare effects of

imposing an upper bound on how many plans each insurer can offer in each Part D market,

or removing plans that provide coverage in the gap. Their paper also discusses the potential

supply-side effects of introducing ex ante competition for entry at market-level rather than

price competition among many insurers in the same market. The entry dimension is largely

outside the scope of the current paper, as empirically few large plans appear to exercise the

entry margin in response to changes in subsidies, but combining the entry margin analysis

with the subsidization problem may provide a productive avenue for future research.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the key economic

concepts. Section 3 describes the institutional details of the Medicare Part D market and

our sources of data. Section 4 introduces the theoretical model underpinning our analysis,

while Section 5 describes our empirical application of that model to the data and our results.

Section 6 discusses our counterfactual pricing mechanisms and presents our results. Section

7 concludes.

2 Conceptual Framework

In imperfectly-competitive markets with differentiated products, such as Medicare Part D,

subsidy policies create incentives that affect both consumer and producer behavior. To

illustrate these effects, consider the following simple model of subsidized competition with

differentiated products. Suppose there are two firms, each selling one product to a unit mass

of consumers. The utility to consumer i from product j is given by uij = δj − αpj + εij,

where δj is a measures of desirability of the products. The outside option gives zero utility.

The idiosyncratic taste shock, εij, is distributed type I extreme value with the usual scale

normalization. Consumers purchase the good that gives them the highest utility. Firms

maximize profits by setting prices; under the assumption that marginal costs are zero, the
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pricing first-order condition for the j-th product is pj = 1/(α(1−sj)), where sj is the share of

product j: sj = exp(δj−αpj)/(1 +
∑2

k=1 exp(δk−αpk)). Let us first consider the case where

the government introduces a proportional subsidy that reduces the effective price by 1− z;

that is, the effective price is α̂ = z · α. The government raises taxes through distortionary

taxes that create a deadweight loss, λ, for each dollar of subsidy provided. For our illustrative

examples below, we set α = 1, λ = 0.3, and δ = {1.2, 1}, so that the first product is more

desirable to consumers; in an insurance context, this would be a plan with more generous

coverage.

Figure 1 illustrates the effects of increasing z from zero to one. For consumers, govern-

ment subsidies distort choices along two margins. First, subsidizing a market makes it more

attractive to marginal consumers who will purchase a product only when prices are subsi-

dized; this is shown in the figure as a decline in the outside option as the subsidy becomes

more generous. This distorts consumption choices across markets, and has important im-

plications for welfare, as it can lead to lower-value consumers purchasing goods with social

costs above their valuations. A second, more subtle, margin influences both those marginal

and inframarginal consumers if the subsidy changes the relative demand for products within

the market. In general, consumers substitute from the now relatively more expensive plans

to those that are now relatively cheaper as the subsidy mechanism changes their relative

prices. This is shown in the figure as the relative inside shares, computed as the share of

product one over the share of product two. Here, consumers substitute to the more generous

plan in equilibrium. Hence, subsidies may distort the allocative efficiency within the market.

The subsidy also affects the supply side of the market. Firms know that consumers have

less elastic demand curves, and will charge higher markups as a result. To measure this

effect, we define “excess price” as the percentage of the proportional subsidy which is set

as a higher price by firms. For example, if the proportional subsidy is 10 percent, and the

effective prices that consumers face decline by only 8 percent, we define the excess price to

be 100∗ (0.10−0.08)/0.10, or 20 percent. The excess price is plotted as a percentage against

the right y-axis. The values range from zero when the subsidy is zero and one, to a little

over six percent when the subsidy is just under 60 percent. This is the supply-side response

to a demand-side subsidy analog of pass-through when a firm faces higher costs.

The form of the subsidy also matters. Figure 2 shows the same figure with a flat subsidy

instead of a proportional subsidy. Consumers are given a voucher ranging from zero to one

and a half to spend on an inside option if they choose to do so. Increasing the generosity of

the voucher decreases the share of the outside option as the equilibrium price that consumers
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face falls. While the relative shares of the two options changes, it does so in the opposite

direction from the proportional subsidy; the market share of the first good falls as the voucher

becomes more generous. We redefine the excess price in this case to be the percentage of

the voucher that is not expressed in the decline of the consumer-facing price. For example,

if the voucher is equal to 1, but the price only drops by 0.7, the excess price is 30 percent.

In our simple model, firms are able to raise prices by approximately 20 percent in response

to the voucher; interestingly, the relationship between price increases and the generosity of

the voucher is non-monotonic.

This discussion highlights that the government faces a complex, nonlinear set of economic

forces when considering both how generously to subsidize markets and also how to provi-

sion those subsidies. Figure 3 shows the constituent components of the social planner’s wel-

fare maximization problem—consumer surplus, producer profits, government expenditures—

along with total surplus. The optimal subsidy occurs in the interior, where the social planner

trades off increases in consumer surplus and producer profit against socially-costly govern-

ment expenditures. The figure also highlights an essential economic rationale for subsidiza-

tion: market power. In our model, oligopolists set prices above marginal cost. Consistent

with the theory of the second best, subsidizing demand leads to increased demand in equi-

librium, which increases total welfare from the no subsidy policy. This is also an essential

rationale for the idea behind managed competition: instead of having a single supplier, mul-

tiple firms competing in the market will help drive prices towards marginal cost. In our

simple model, if we impose that firms price at marginal cost, the optimal subsidy goes to

zero in both mechanisms. However, competition also comes with a potential drawback: if the

subsidy is set too generously, additional competition can actually lead to welfare decreases,

as prices may be set below social marginal cost in equilibrium.

To summarize, our simple model highlights the essential points of our empirical investi-

gation that follows. First, increasing subsidies increases consumer surplus but may induce

marginal consumers to purchase goods at a social cost higher than their valuations. Sec-

ond, within the market, subsidies can distort the relative prices of goods, which can lead

to allocative distortions. Third, firms can capture some rents from the subsidy by exerting

market power and raising prices. Fourth, government expenditures have a social cost due to

the deadweight loss of taxation. The social planner’s solution balances all of these factors

when constructing optimal prices. We note that our model sidesteps an important issue

regarding why the government subsidizes markets. In real world contexts, there may be

additional reasons for subsidization, such as consumer-side externalities or political consid-
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erations. Throughout the paper, we do not take a stand on why there are subsidies, but

rather take them as given and consider how the present mechanism could be adjusted to

obtain more efficient outcomes.

3 Institutional Environment

Medicare is a public health insurance program for the elderly and disabled in the United

States that covers over 50 million beneficiaries and costs the government about $500 billion

annually. The program is administered by CMS, and consists of several pieces. Parts A

and B cover hospital and outpatient services, respectively, under a fee-for-service model of

“traditional” Medicare. Part C, commonly known as Medicare Advantage, was introduced

in 1997 and allows consumers to switch from fee-for-service to managed care plans admin-

istered by private insurers that are highly subsidized by the government. In 2006, Congress

expanded Medicare program to include prescription drug coverage via Medicare Part D. In

2014, approximately 37 million individuals benefited from the Medicare Part D program

and the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the government currently spends over

$76 billion on Part D annually. This new part of the Medicare program is the institutional

setting of our study.

For beneficiaries in traditional Medicare coverage, who are not eligible for additional

low-income assistance, buying a Part D prescription drug insurance plans is voluntary and

requires an active enrollment decision. These so-called “regular” enrollees may choose one of

about 40 stand-alone PDP contracts offered in their region; the Part D program is divided

into 34 geographic markets, some of which follow state boundaries, and some combine the

states with smaller populations. Beneficiaries in traditional Medicare that are eligible for

additional low-income subsidies, on the other hand, are automatically assigned to eligible

plans by CMS; these individuals can subsequently change their random assignment by mak-

ing an active choice. The latter group is known as “LIS choosers.”4 Once enrolled, regular

beneficiaries pay premiums on the order of $400-$500 (see Table 1) a year, as well as de-

ductibles, co-payments or co-insurance. LIS-eligible enrollees receive additional support to

cover premiums and cost-sharing.

The supply-side of the Part D program has a unique, and controversial, design.5 Un-

4If either regular or LIS-eligible beneficiaries choose to enroll in private Medicare Advantage plans rather
than traditional fee-for-service Medicare, their Part D coverage will be provided within the MA plans, known
as MA-PD. The majority of MA plans include MA-PD coverage.

5Oliver, Lee, and Lipton (2004) discusses the political origins of Part D and its mixed reception in the
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like the rest of Medicare, the drug insurance benefit is administered exclusively by private

insurance companies. At the same time, the setting differs from more conventional private

insurance markets in two key ways. First, firms are highly regulated and product selec-

tion is restricted; CMS sets an annual Standard Defined Benefit (SBD), which defines the

minimum actuarial level of insurance that the private plans are required to provide. The

SDB has a non-linear structure illustrated in Figure 4; it includes a deductible, a 25 per-

cent co-insurance rate and the infamous “donut hole,” which is a gap in coverage at higher

spending levels. As long as an actuarial minimum is satisfied, insurers are allowed to adjust

and/or top up the SDB contract design, which generates variation in contracts’ financial

characteristics. In addition, contracts may be differentiated by the quality of insurer’s phar-

macy networks, which drugs are covered, and other non-pecuniary quality measures. The

second way in which Part D environment differs from more conventional insurance markets

is that consumers bear only a fraction of the cost in the program, as 90 percent of insurer

revenues come from the government’s per capita subsidies.6 For individuals, who are eligible

for low-income-subsidies, these subsidies can go up to 100 percent.

Subsidies are determined through a complex system that depends on firm behavior. First,

the government administers an annual “simultaneous bidding” mechanism. According to

this mechanism, the insurers that want to participate in the program submit bids for each

insurance plan in each region they want to offer. By statute, the bids are supposed to reflect

how much revenue the insurer “needs,” including a profit margin and fixed cost allowances,

to be able to offer the plan to an average risk beneficiary.7 Medicare takes the bids submitted

by insurers for each of their plans and channels them through a function that outputs which

part of the bid is paid by consumers in premiums and which part is paid by Medicare as a

subsidy. This function takes the bids of all Part D PDP plans nationwide, adds in the prices

of plans in MA-PD, weights them by lagged enrollment shares of the plans, and takes the

average. Less than 75 percent of this average is set as Medicare’s subsidy. The remaining 25

percent of the national bid average together with the difference between the plan’s bid and

the national average is set as the consumer’s premium.8

first years of the program, particularly among consumers.
6See Table IV.B11 of 2012 Trustees of Medicare Annual Report.
7There are several nuances buried in the set-up of the bidding procedure that are important for insurers’

incentives and will enter the insurers’ profit function in our empirical model. First, Medicare sets a minimum
required actuarial benefit level that plans have to offer. Plans are allowed to offer more coverage (“enhance”
the coverage), but that enhanced portion is not subsidized. Thus, when submitting their bids plans are
supposed to only include the costs they expect to incur for the baseline actuarial portion of their benefit. The
incremental premium for the enhanced coverage in the plans has to be directly passed on to the consumers.

8The per capita subsidy payment from Medicare is further adjusted by the risk score of each enrollee,
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A related feature of the subsidy mechanism concerns the role of low income beneficiaries

in the Part D program. Medicare utilizes the insurers’ bids described above to also deter-

mine which insurance plans qualify to enroll randomly assigned LIS beneficiaries. For each

geographic market, Medicare calculates the average consumer premium. This average consti-

tutes the subsidy amount that low-income beneficiaries receive, known as LIS benchmark or

LIPSA. Plans that have premiums below the LIS benchmark qualify for random assignment

of LIS enrollees (Decarolis, 2015).

This somewhat Byzantine system determines prices, and thus allocations, for plans in

Part D PDP and, by extension, alternatives such as MA-PD plans. We emphasize three

elements of the current system: first, the level of subsidies is endogenous to firm behavior. If

all firms increased their bids, the subsidy would be more generous. This generates a complex

feedback between firm pricing and the subsidy, as the two are inextricably tied together.

In such an environment, it is unclear ex ante whether competition for consumers, which

lowers prices, or the softening of demand through the subsidy, which raises prices and the

subsidy, will dominate in equilibrium. Second, the mechanism links together the prices of

plans from MA-PD to the subsidy; this is important because some regions have very low

MA-PD prices. This will lower the generosity of the subsidy in those markets, which may

be appropriate given the low price of close substitutes in MA-PD. Third, firms may lower

their prices strategically in order to qualify for LIS enrollees; this shading down will also

have the effect of lowering the average bid, which decreases the generosity of the subsidy.

When considered in full, this complex system may or may not lead to socially-desirable

outcomes; the remainder of this paper attempts to take first steps in answering this question

by understanding the fundamental forces of supply and demand that express themselves

through this mechanism in equilibrium. We next turn to describing our model to tackle

these questions.

4 Model

We propose an empirical model of demand and supply of insurance contracts in Medicare

Part D that will help us evaluate the market structure and the efficiency of the subsidization

mechanism in the program. We start with a model of demand for insurance contracts that

follows the approach of Berry (1994) and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) (hereafter

referred to as BLP). We then move to a supply-side model that allows us to estimate the

while the premium may also include an additional payment for enhanced benefits if the plan offers them.
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marginal costs of insurers.

4.1 Demand

We consider two separate demand systems. First, we estimate demand of regular enrollees,

who choose their plans, pay full enrollee premiums, and also pay full cost-sharing through

deductibles, co-insurance, and co-pays. Second, we estimate a separate demand system for

enrollees that are eligible for low income subsidies and face different plan characteristics.

We start with the enrollment decisions of regular beneficiaries. We define the potential

market as all Medicare beneficiaries that are not eligible for low income subsidies, and did

not receive their Part D coverage through their employer or through special groups like

Veteran Affairs. This leaves us with non-LIS Medicare beneficiaries that chose to enroll into

a stand-alone prescription drug plan (PDP), or a Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug

plan (MA-PD), or did not have any Part D coverage. We let the choice of not enrolling into

any part of the Part D program or enrolling through a Medicare Advantage plan comprise

the outside option. The utility from this outside option is normalized to zero. Within the

inside option, individuals are choosing among 40 to 50 stand-alone Prescription Drug Plans

(PDPs) that are available in their region. We estimate demand for plans in the 34 statutory

Part D geographic regions in years 2007 to 2010, for a total of 136 well-defined markets.

We posit that individuals select insurance contracts among PDP plans by choosing a com-

bination of pecuniary and non-pecuniary plan characteristics that maximizes their indirect

utility. We take the characteristics-space approach and project all plans into the same set of

characteristics. This approach allows us to make fewer assumptions about how individuals

perceive the financial characteristics of plans, but also implies that we remain agnostic about

the objective actuarial efficiency of choices, and also do not recover deeper structural param-

eters such as risk aversion. Despite the fact that we are estimating demand for insurance

and thus preferences may depend on risk aversion, we argue that the model of linear index

utility with unobserved heterogeneity is suitable for our goals. The risk protection quality of

an insurance plan is represented by financial characteristics other than premiums. We can

think about the linear utility index as a reduced-form way of capturing revealed valuation

of different financial characteristics of plans that are generated by underlying concave utility

functions over the distributions of expected spending. In the simulations of the model in

Section 6, we will be interested in capturing the demand response to changes in premiums,

while keeping the plans’ actuarial properties fixed.

With these modeling choices in mind, we let the utility consist of a deterministic compo-
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nent and a random shock, εijt, distributed as a Type I Extreme Value:

uijt = vijt + εijt. (1)

The deterministic indirect utility function of a regular enrollee i who chooses plan j in market

t is given by:

vijt = −αipjt + βixjt + ξjt, (2)

where pjt is the plan’s enrollee premium. Note that unlike in standard product markets,

the premium that enrollees pay in Part D is not equivalent to the per capita revenue that

firms receive, since there is a large part paid in federal subsidies to insurers. Allowing for

the possibility that the government subsidy, z, can be larger than a particular plan’s desired

per capita revenue, the premium is then equal to pjt = max{0, bjt − zjt}, where bjt is the

amount of money the firm receives for the enrollee, or its “bid” in Medicare’s terminology.

The observable characteristics of plan j in market t, xjt, includes the annual deductible,

a flag for whether the plan has coverage in the donut hole, whether the plan is enhanced,

and several generosity measures of drug formularies. We also include fixed effects for parent

organizations that capture individuals’ preferences for brand names of large insurance com-

panies and insurer-level quality characteristics of plans, such as pharmacy networks, while

ξjt is a plan-specific fixed effect that captures unobserved plan quality.

We also include the vintage of the plan as a approximate proxy for switching costs. The

intuitive idea is that the longer the plan has been around, the larger the proportion of its

subscribers have been from previous years. If there are switching costs or inattention involved

in the re-optimization of an insurance plan choice for some consumers, those consumers will

appear to be less price sensitive than those choosing a plan for the first time; this reduced

elasticity of demand should translate into higher prices on the part of insurers, all else equal.

Since in this paper we are interested in the effects of the subsidy mechanism on pricing, rather

than the effects of switching costs, we do not develop a dynamic model, instead pursuing

a slightly ad hoc approach of including vintage into the utility function. One way to think

about our approach is to assume that any changes in subsidization policies would not result

in the reduction of switching costs or consumer inattention, and thus the vintage measure is

sufficient to account for reduced demand elasticity and insurers’ static re-pricing responses

that are conditional on the existing enrollment pool.9

9We note that the coefficient on plan vintage can be interpreted as a structural parameter only under
very specific circumstances—for example, if consumers are unaware of their switching costs. A complete
characterization of the influence of switching costs on demand and pricing would require an equilibrium
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Unobserved consumer heterogeneity enters the model through random coefficients on the

premium, coverage in the gap, and overall inside option. The unobserved heterogeneity may

capture differences in income, as well as individuals’ differences in risk and risk aversion. We

choose a log-normal distribution for random coefficients on premiums that is only defined on

the positive quadrant and reflects typically log-normally distributed income. The random

coefficient on premium is composed of a common component, α, and an individual-level

random shock, ν ∼ N (0, 1), which is scaled by σα:

lnαi = α + σανi. (3)

The parameters governing coverage in the gap coverage, βgap and σgap, and the inside option,

βinner and σinner, are specified analogously but lack the logarithmic transformation.

Estimating demand for LIS choosers is slightly different due to the institutional setting.

While LIS enrollees are randomly assigned to eligible plans by the government by default,

they are allowed to change their assignment to a plan of their own choice after the random

assignment. We model the demand of low-income beneficiaries closely to what we do for regu-

lar enrollees. The key difference is that low-income beneficiaries face different characteristics

of plans, as their cost-sharing is largely covered by the government. Let the deterministic

indirect utility function of a low-income subsidy enrollee i chooses plan j in market t be

given by:

vijt = −αLISi pLISjt + βLISi xLISjt + ξLISjt , (4)

where pLISjt is the plan’s premium for the low-income population. This premium is computed

as the remainder of the difference between the insurers’ bid and the region-level LIS subsidy

(LIPSA), which is higher than the subsidy for regular enrollees. xLISjt contains observable

characteristics of plan j in market t as faced by the low-income population. The difference

in the plan characteristics that regular and LIS enrollees face lies primarily in cost-sharing:

to the first order, the LIS population does not face a deductible or coverage in the gap or co-

payments above certain thresholds, as this cost-sharing part is picked up by the government.

model as in Klemperer (1995), Dubé et al. (2009), or Ho et al. (2015). We note that this literature has
conflicting predictions about the sign of pricing effects in response to switching costs: Klemperer (1995)
concludes that prices are likely to be higher in equilibrium, Dubé et al. (2009) demonstrates that prices can
be lower in equilibrium. In the setting of Medicare Advantage plans, Miller (2014) argues that in insurance
markets that are characterized by inertial demand, the marginal cost estimates from a static Bertrand model
may be around 20 percent higher or lower than the “true” dynamic values. Recognizing this concern in our
setting, we report the key counterfactual results in Section 6 for a 20 percent interval around our marginal
cost estimates.
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The final empirical challenge is that we cannot distinguish LIS enrollees who are in LIS-

eligible plans due to random assignment or by choice. Therefore, we make the assumption

that all LIS enrollees in LIS-eligible plans are there by random assignment, and thus estimate

preferences of the LIS-eligible population from the choices of LIS choosers that enrolled in

plans not eligible for random assignment. We define the outside option for LIS enrollees as

staying in a randomly assigned plan in Part D PDP.10

4.2 Supply

Modeling the supply side in Medicare Part D market presents a considerable challenge, as

the decision-making of the insurers is affected by a complex set of regulatory provisions.

We start with a description of the flow of payments in Part D and set-up a general profit

function that can incorporate these features. We then discuss our strategy of arriving at an

empirically tractable version of the supply-side model.

Firms receive revenues across a variety of channels. For each individual that plan j

enrolls, the insurer collects an enrollee premium, pj. This is augmented with an individual-

specific subsidy, zi, from the government, which is composed of the baseline subsidy for the

plan, as described above, and an adjustment for the enrollees ex-ante health risk, denoted

by ri. For example, an individual with average risk level will only receive baseline subsidy,

while an individual with costly chronic conditions may generate twice the amount of the

baseline subsidy in insurers’ revenues. This individual-level risk adjustment is intended to

ensure that all consumers look equally profitable to firms in order to reduce incentives for

risk-based selection. Recalling that the level of the baseline subsidy depends on the average

bid, b, we can write the subsidy as a function of the average bid and individual-specific health

risk as zi(b, ri). For an average-risk beneficiary, the sum of the premium and government

subsidy is equal to the bid that the firm submitted for that plan.

On the cost side, the ex-post costs of a plan differ for each enrollee and depend on

individual drug expenditures. Some of these costs are mitigated by the government through

catastrophic reinsurance provisions, according to which the government directly pays about

80 percent of individual’s drug spending for particularly high spenders. Throughout the

empirical results we will refer to these reinsurance provisions as “non-premium subsidies” or

reinsurance payments. For an individual with a given total annual drug expenditure amount,

10We have also estimated a version of this model where the outside option additionally includes LIS
enrollees in MA-PD plans (about 15% of LIS-eligible beneficiaries are enrolled in MA-PD plans). This
results in practically identical parameter estimates, as the primary identifying variation in the model comes
from choices of LIS choosers across different PDP plans.
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the costs of the plan will also depend on the cost-sharing characteristics of the plan, denoted

by φj. These include characteristics such as the deductible level, co-pays and co-insurance,

as well as coverage in the donut hole if any. We let individual-level ex-post costs be the

function of these cost-sharing characteristics of a plan as well as the individual’s measure of

health risk, ri; that is we let the cost be cij(ri, φj).

The final piece of a plan’s ex-post profit are risk corridor transfers between insurers and

the federal government. These transfers that happen at the end of the year, and restrict the

downside (but also upside) risk of enrolling extremely costly individuals for the insurers.11

We denote the function which adjusts a plan’s ex-post profit with Γ.

The ex-post profit for plan j as a function of its bid bj is then:

πj(bj; b−j) = Γ

[∑
i∈j

(
pj(b, bj) + zi(b, ri)− cij(ri, φj)

)]
, (5)

where the summation is taken over all individuals enrolling in the plan. For each individual

i, the subsidy and the cost can be expressed as an individual-specific deviation from the

baseline subsidy and an average plan-specific cost of coverage: zi = z + z̃i and cij = cj + c̃ij.

Denote the individual-specific difference in the subsidy and cost as ηij = c̃ij − z̃i. This

function allows us to capture adverse or advantageous selection from the point of view of the

insurance plan. Given the empirical evidence in Polyakova (2015) on the selection patterns

in Medicare Part D, ηij mostly depends on whether or not a plan offers coverage in the gap.

We thus let this individual-specific component be a function of plan characteristics: ηij(φj).

Using this notation, we can re-write the profit function as:

πj(bj; b−j) = Γ

[∑
i∈j

(pj(b, bj) + z(b)− cj(r, φj)) +

(∑
i∈j

ηij(φj)

)]
. (6)

Letting Hj(φ) =
∑

i∈j ηij(φj), we obtain a profit function that does not have individual-

specific terms and can be written using the market share notation that is useful for the

empirical analysis.

As the sum of the premium and the baseline level of the subsidy is by construction equal

11See more details in Medicare Part D Manual. As CMS describes in Chapter 9 of Prescription Drug
Benefit Manual, risk corridors are: “Specified risk percentages above and below the target amount. For
each year, CMS establishes a risk corridor for each Part D plan. Risk corridors will serve to decrease the
exposure of plans where allowed costs exceed plan payments for the basic Part D benefit.” (See 42 C.F.R,
423.336(a)(2))
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to the bid submitted by insurer to Medicare, pj(b, bj)+z(b) = bj, we can re-write the pre-risk

corridor profit of plan j as:

πj(bj; b−j) = Msj(b)(bj − cj)−Hj(φ), (7)

where sj(b) is the market share of plan j and M is market size. We emphasize that sj

encapsulates all of the regulatory details involved in turning bids, b, into plan-specific market

shares.

We now expand this expression to allow for multi-plan insurance organizations as well as

to allow for different prices, marginal costs, and demand from the LIS segment. The structure

of profit from LIS enrollment is specified as entirely symmetric to the regular enrollees. We

denote quantities related to regular enrollees with superscript R, and quantities related to

the LIS part of the market with superscript LIS. The profit function for insurer J offering

a portfolio of j ∈ Jt plans across markets t ∈ T is:

πJ(b) =
∑
t∈T

∑
j∈Jt

Γ
[
MR

t s
R
jt(b)(bjt − cRjt)−HR

jt(φ) +MLIS
t sLISjt (b)(bjt − cLISjt )−HLIS

jt (φ)
]
.

(8)

Firms maximize profits by choosing bid b for each insurance plan in each market.

Equation 8 is more complex than a standard profit function in a differentiated products

market due to how the share equation sjt(b) is constructed. For regular enrollees, the share

depends on the plan’s premium, pR, which is not set directly by insurers, but rather depends

on the bids of other insurers in a non-linear fashion:

pRjt = max
{

0, bjt − ζb̄t
}
, (9)

where b̄t is the enrollment-weighted average bid of all plans in the entire US and ζ is the

share of the average bid covered by the federal subsidy. The adjustment ζ is set every

year by CMS and is governed by fiscal considerations and the Part D statutes; in 2010,

this number was 0.68. The share equation for the low-income segment of the market is

substantially more complex. It can be thought about as a piece-wise function with two

components: random assignment of low-income enrollees by CMS for those plans that are

eligible for random assignment, and enrollment choices by LIS choosers. While LIS choosers

are easily modeled in the standard discrete choice demand system, the eligibility requirement

for random assignment introduces a discontinuity into the share function. Only plans below

the average premium are eligible for random assignment, so for some choices of bj, the share
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function for that portion of the market discontinuously jumps to zero.12

Section 5.3 outlines how we deal with the discontinuity in the share function in the

estimation. Here, we assume that the firm does not anticipate random LIS enrollees and

derive the first-order conditions for profit maximization. We also assume that the firm ignores

the effect of its bidding behavior on the average bid, b̄; this seems reasonable in light of the

over 1,500 PDP plans that, along with the MA-PD plans, determine the average bid. We

assume that firms are small enough so that they take the weighted average as given.13 Then,

for a each plan j in firm i’s portfolio of Ji plans, the Nash-Bertrand first-order condition is:

∂πi
∂bj

= MRsRj (b) + (bj − cRj )MR
∂sRj (b)

∂bj
+
∑

k 6=j∈Ji

(bk − cRk )MR∂s
R
k (b)

∂bj

+MLISsLISj (b) + (bj − cLISj )MLIS
∂sLISj (b)

∂bj
+
∑

k 6=j∈Ji

(bk − cLISk )MLIS ∂s
LIS
k (b)

∂bj
.

This expression differs from the more familiar first-order condition in the differentiated prod-

uct literature in that the market size now plays an important role for the firm’s decision-

making. The market size affects the relative effects on profit from enrolling regular benefi-

ciaries versus LIS choosers. As we now have one equation in two unknowns, marginal costs

for regular enrollees, cRj , and marginal costs for LIS enrollees, cLISj , we make an additional

assumption to close the model. As Medicare specifically increases its risk-adjustment pay-

ments to plans for each LIS enrollee, we assume that those payments make the marginal

cost of these two groups the same from the point of view of the insurer, so that cRj = cLISj .

Imposing this assumption and collecting terms in vector notation, we arrive at:

c = b(p)− Ω−1(MRsR(pR(b)) +MLISsLIS(pLIS(b))). (10)

where

Ωkj =

−MR ∂s
R
k (p)

∂pr
−MLIS ∂s

LIS
j (p)

∂pk
if {j, k} ∈ J,

0 else.
(11)

As in Nevo (2001), we use Equation 10 to solve for marginal costs in the empirical application

12Decarolis (2015) discusses the piece-wise structure of the share function and the incentives generated by
the LIS random assignment mechanism in much greater detail.

13We have experimented with relaxing this assumption and found that the biases were minimal.
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below.

4.3 Welfare Metrics

In our counterfactual exercises, we will focus on measuring welfare levels and changes for

regular enrollees. For these enrollees, total welfare in the Medicare Part D PDP market is

comprised of three pieces: consumer surplus (CS), insurer profits (Π), and the deadweight

loss associated with taxation used to fund government subsidies (G):

W = CS + Π− λG, (12)

where λ is the social cost of raising revenues to cover government expenditures, G.

All three pieces of the welfare function are calculated relative to the outside option. For

consumer surplus the normalization to the outside option follows directly from the utility

model. In Section 4.1 we had defined utility from enrolling in stand-alone Part D prescrip-

tion drug plans as being relative to the choice of an MA-PD plan or to not purchasing any

Part D coverage. For producer surplus, the insurer pricing decision as formulated in Section

4.2 implicitly takes into account the opportunity cost of serving the outside option. In other

words, the marginal cost as recovered from the inversion of the first-order conditions incor-

porates the opportunity costs of potentially serving each consumer in the MA-PD market

or not serving the consumer at all. Consequently, the profit function is defined relative to

profits that could have been made in the MA-PD program or elsewhere. Finally, since the

government subsidizes both PDP and MA-PD parts of the market, we consider government

spending in PDP net of what it would have spent on subsidizing the same individual should

they leave the PDP market. We conservatively assume that the outside option for the gov-

ernment is the level of average subsidies spent in MA-PD. This assumption excludes the

possibility that some individuals could leave subsidized insurance altogether.

Following Williams (1977) and Small and Rosen (1981), surplus for consumer i with

marginal utilities θi from plan characteristics, including the premium, takes the following

form:

CS(θi) =
1

αi

[
γ + ln

[
1 +

J∑
j=1

exp(vij(θi))

]]
, (13)

where γ is Euler’s constant, and vij is the deterministic component of utility for person i from

plan j as given in Equation 2.14 We integrate out over the unobserved taste heterogeneity

14Euler’s constant is the mean value of the Type I Extreme Value idiosyncratic shock under the standard
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to obtain consumer surplus:

CS =

∫
CS(θ)dF (θ). (14)

The second piece of the welfare calculation is producer surplus that we approximate using

the pre-risk-corridor version of the profit in Equation 8.15

The last piece of net welfare calculations is the deadweight loss associated with raising

revenue to cover government transfers to insurance firms and regular Part D beneficiaries

enrolled in stand-alone prescription drug plans. In our welfare calculations, we weigh the

government spending with the shadow cost of public funds, commonly estimated at λ = 1.3.16

Similarly to the outside option reasoning in the case of consumer and producer surplus, we

consider how much extra government spending the PDP part of the Part D program (GPDP )

generates relative to the outside option of subsidizing the beneficiaries in Medicare Advantage

prescription drug plans (GMAPD).

Adding the three parts of the welfare function back together, we have the following

measure of average total surplus:

W =

Consumer Surplus (CS)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
1

α

(
γ + ln

[
1 +

J∑
j=1

exp(vj(θ))

])
dF (θ) +

Producer Profit (Π)︷ ︸︸ ︷
J∑
j=1

(bj − cj)sj(p)

−

Social Cost of Government Spending (G)︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ

(
J∑
j=1

(GPDP
j −GMAPD)sj(p)

)
. (15)

While this welfare function describes the surplus for the private market, where firms

administer insurance contracts, it does not correspond to the welfare function that a social

planner would maximize. If we had the government setting prices for insurance contracts

and in effect hypothetically administering these contracts, we would need to take into ac-

count the cost of public funds for doing that in the social planner’s problem. Another way

normalizations in the logit model, and is approximately equal to 0.577. The welfare interpretation of the
vintage variable is open to debate; on one hand people may learn to like the plan the longer they are in
it, in which case the vintage variable is truly related to utility. On the other hand, if it simply captures
inattention, it may not be appropriate to include this as part of welfare. We performed the computation
using both interpretations, and did not find that this leads to qualitatively different conclusions in our
counterfactuals (which is intuitive, since keeping or removing the vintage effect from the utility function
affects all price counterfactuals symmetrically).

15This assumes transfers between firms and the government are welfare neutral.
16See, for example, Hausman and Poterba (1987).
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of thinking about this problem is to imagine that the government dictates prices to private

insurers that administer the plans, but then taxpayers cover any shortfall in insurers’ prof-

its. Algebraically, both of these interpretations imply that surplus or loss generated in the

product market should be weighted with the deadweight loss of taxation. Hence, the social

planner’s objective function, which we denote with W SP (p) looks the same as equation 15,

except that the product market profit is included under the λ-weighted term. The vector

of prices that maximizes this version of the welfare function is the social planner’s solution.

Note that we use prices in the social planner’s case, as the distinction between insurer bids

and consumer premiums is not meaningful in this case. Using our notation, optimal prices

are (see Appendix Section 8 for derivation details):

pSocialP lanner = argmax W SP (p) = c+ ∆G+ Ω(p)−1 (1− λ)

λ
s(p). (16)

Price is set to marginal cost plus an additional term which adjusts for the opportunity cost

of government spending across the inside and the outside options. The final term represents

the trade-off between lost consumer surplus and additional product market, a margin which

is captured by the social planner.

5 Data and Results

5.1 Data and Descriptive Facts

Our primary data set combines a variety of aggregate plan-level information released annually

by CMS.17 Table 1 reports several summary statistics of the sample. In 2010, about 47

million individuals in the US were eligible to purchase Medicare Part D coverage. Out of

these individuals, 13 million obtained coverage through their employer or through other

sources such as Veteran Affairs. Out of the remaining 34 million, about 6 million did not

purchase any Part D coverage and about 10 million chose to buy drug plans bundled with

Medicare Advantage. We consider the latter two groups as choosing the outside option and

focus on demand for PDPs for the years 2007-2010.18

Nationally, consumers in traditional Medicare chose among 1,500 and 1,800 PDPs each

17All of the data is publicly available from CMS. CMS tabulates the depository of the data sources at www.
cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems.html.

18Detailed Medicare Part D enrollment numbers are recorded in Tables 14.x of the an-
nual Medicare and Medicaid Statistical Supplement published by CMS at www.cms.gov/

Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Research/MedicareMedicaidStatSupp/Overview.html
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year. In this period, there were a total of around 50 insurer parent organizations, with on

average 17–19 separate organizations competing in each of the 34 regional markets in which

CMS divides the US. Plans were heavily subsidized; while the national average bid was

around $1000 per year, consumers generally paid only a third of that, with the remainder

covered by government subsidies.19 Consumers that chose to opt out of the traditional

Medicare program and purchase private Medicare Advantage plans received bundled drug

coverage in that program. MA-PD plans received the same types of subsidies as PDP plans

for each enrolled consumer.

The top left panel of Figure 5 documents a stark downward slope between the level of

premiums and the number of competing parent organizations in a market. This suggests that

part of the different premium dynamics observed across markets might be due to differences in

insurers’ market power. A complementary explanation is the different effect of policy-design

distortions across markets. According to the literature both motives are likely present and

our structural analysis will help disentangling their relative importance.20

The other panels of Figure 5 further show three measures of heterogeneity across the 34

markets. The top right panel shows both the premium and the type of plans offered, as

well as the level of the LIS subsidy and direct premium. Notably, the plans that offered

coverage in the donut hole were consistently more expensive, by a factor of up to three, than

plans with only the minimally required coverage. Dispersion in premiums is relatively similar

across different markets in the 2010 cross-section. The low-income subsidy averaged $388,

but with substantial variation across markets. The bottom two panels report market shares.

The left panel reports market shares for regular enrollees and reveals major heterogeneity in

plans market shares, both within and across markets. While many plans had market share

close to zero, some plans covered as many as 20 percent of eligible beneficiaries within a

market. The right panel reports the same information for LIS choosers. We assume that

LIS choosers and randomly assigned LIS beneficiaries chose the outside option if they were

enrolled in plans that are eligible for LIS random assignment.

In the remainder of the paper, we repeatedly calculate welfare, both under the observed

mechanism along with several simulations of counterfactual market structure and regulatory

regimes. The evaluation of welfare requires several assumptions on how we calculate gov-

ernment spending on regular enrollees. We calculate government spending on the premium

19CMS does not directly report bids; however, they can be backed out from the formula for the subsidization
mechanism and the data on premiums and subsidies reported by CMS.

20Ericson (2014), Decarolis (2015), and CBO (2014) describe how competition and subsidy-related distor-
tions are associated with the evolution of premiums in Part D.
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subsidy for stand-alone prescription drug plans as the sum of per capita (simulated) subsi-

dies multiplied by (counterfactual) plan enrollment. We assume that the average reinsurance,

or what we call “non-premium” subsidy for each plan is fixed and does not change across

counterfactuals. Thus, total reinsurance subsidies only change across counterfactuals due to

enrollment changes. We use CMS annual reporting on average reinsurance payment for each

Part D plan as the measurement of the non-premium subsidy.21 In 2010, for example, the

unweighted mean per capita reinsurance payment among PDP plans was $503 per plan.

In addition to calculating the premium and non-premium subsidies on stand-alone pre-

scription drug plans, we also estimate the government’s opportunity cost of having indi-

viduals enroll in PDP plans. Based on the choices of individuals switching plans observed

in the consumer-level data, we assume that if individuals switch from the inside option of

PDP plans to the outside option, they switch to the MA-PD program rather than leave

drug insurance altogether. Thus, the government is still likely to incur subsidy spending for

these individuals through the MA-PD program. To account for the MA-PD spending, we

use CMS data to calculate average observed level of government spending on premium and

non-premium (re-insurance) subsidies in the MA-PD program. We observe that the average

per capita premium subsidy in the MA-PD program is $686, while the average non-premium

subsidy is $260. This amounts to a total of $946 government spending per capita on in-

dividuals enrolled in the MA-PD program.22 We use this average spending together with

enrollment predictions for inside and outside options in each counterfactual to calculate the

total opportunity cost for the government of having individuals enroll in PDP rather than

MA-PD program. It is crucial to emphasize that we assume this number does not change

across our counterfactuals, as we are focusing on the mechanisms of determining subsidy

levels within the PDP part of the program. This implies that while at the PDP subsidy

levels observed in the data, the per capita government spending is higher on the PDP plans

rather than MA-PD plans, this relationship can reverse in counterfactuals where we increase

the PDP premium subsidy.

21For raw CMS data, see http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Advantage/Plan-Payment/

Plan-Payment-Data.html.
22These numbers are calculated using annual Reconciliation Files released by CMS at http:

//www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Advantage/Plan-Payment/Plan-Payment-Data.html?DLSort=

0&DLPage=1&DLSortDir=ascending. For each plan that participated in Medicare Part D, these files report
monthly “Average Part D Direct Subsidy” as well as monthly “Average Reinsurance Payment”. We take
unweighted averages of each of these numbers for MA-PD plans and multiple them by 12 to arrive at the
subsidy levels reported in the text.
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5.2 Demand Parameters

Table 2 reports the demand estimates. Columns (1)–(3) are for regular enrollees, while

columns (4)–(5) are for LIS enrollees. Column (3) reports the estimates of the random

coefficient logit model described earlier, which is our preferred specification and the demand

system used in the computation of the counterfactual scenarios in the next section. For

comparison purposes, we also report estimates for the Berry (1994) logit model; column (1)

contains OLS estimates, while column (2) contains 2SLS estimates. Columns (4) and (5)

report analogous OLS and IV estimates for the LIS enrollees.23

Models (1), (3) and (5) are estimated using instrumental variables. We instrument for

plan premiums and assume that other characteristics of the contracts are exogenous in the

short run. We motivate this by observing that, while bids for a given plan vary substantially

over time, insurers offer a rather stable portfolio of contract types over time (Polyakova,

2015).24 The concern regarding the bias in the coefficient on premiums is that they might

be correlated with an unobserved quality aspect of plans that we fail to capture with the

observed characteristics. While we include a rich set of observed plan features, we may not

be fully capturing insurer-plan specific customer service or advertising efforts, as well as

issues such as drug prices driven by insurers’ bargaining power. Some of the variation will

be insurer-specific rather than plan specific and so will be captured by insurer fixed-effects.

For the remaining variation, we rely on four instrumental variables. Three are BLP-style

instruments, measuring the number of PDP or MA-PD contracts that the same insurer offers

in the same or different regions. The other instrument is a version of the Hausman instrument

measuring prices charged for the similar plans in other geographic markets. Specifically, we

construct the instrument by including the lagged enrollment-weighted average of prices of

plans offered in other regions in the same macro region and in the other macro-regions by

the same company, where macro-regions are defined as three large geographic areas in the

US. The idea of this instrument is particularly appealing in our setting due to the regulatory

structure of the market, where markets are separated by CMS. Instrumenting the price in one

region with the prices of the same contract in other regions, allows us to isolate the variation

in prices that is common across these contract due to, for example, particular agreements

23We also estimated a BLP-style estimator for LIS enrollees, but omit the results here since we did not
find any statistically significant random coefficients; as such, the point estimates in the BLP estimator are
identical to those of the IV logit.

24For example, if an insurer offers a contract with some coverage in the gap in the first years of the
program, this insurer is likely to continue offering a contract with some coverage in the gap. The amount
of coverage may change, but the dummy-measure that we use for whether there is any coverage in the gap
does not appear to respond to short-term demand shocks.
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of a given insurer with pharmaceutical producers, and is thus not correlated with market-

specific unobserved quality due to, for example, local marketing. The IV first stage estimates

are reported in Table 3. They indicate a positive coefficient for the Hausman instrument,

suggesting that plans that cost more in other regions are indeed likely to be priced higher in

a given region. The first stage is jointly statistically significant with an F-statistic of 246.

All specifications result in significant and negative coefficients for premiums; as is usual,

the estimated price coefficients are biased downward in specifications without instruments.

The BLP specification suggests that there is a significant but relatively tight dispersion of

the price coefficient in the population. This is an important finding, as heterogeneity in

consumer tastes is one of the motivating principles for allowing choice in public insurance

programs, as consumers can increase efficiency by aligning themselves with plans that are

better-suited to their tastes. To make the comparison between the first three estimates

comparable, we note that the estimated modal price coefficient is -12.30, which is close to

the IV logit estimate.25 The average own-price elasticity for regular enrollees across all plans

in Medicare Region 1 in 2010 are -1.19, -4.31, and -5.98, for the OLS logit, IV logit, and BLP

specifications, respectively. The elasticity of the BLP specification, which is our preferred

estimate, is economically reasonable and similar to those reported in Lucarelli et al. (2012).

The remainder of the plan characteristics are estimated to have coefficients with signs

according to intuition. Consumers dislike higher plan deductible, but enjoy measures of plan

generosity: coverage in the gap, broader coverage of common drugs, and pharmacies in their

networks all give higher utility. We also note an economically and statistically significant

positive coefficient on the vintage of plans, suggesting that plans that entered earlier in the

program were able to capture a larger beneficiary pool. We do not find significant dispersion

for two other variables for which we allow random coefficients: the inner option and the

dummy for gap coverage.

Columns (4) and (5) report OLS and 2SLS estimates of the Berry logit model applied

to LIS choosers. To estimate LIS demand, we shut down the deductible and gap coverage

characteristics of plans, as individuals eligible for low-income subsidies receive additional

support from the government that helps cover these out of pocket expenditures. We also

adjust premiums to reflect the additional subsidies for the LIS enrollees. As described in

Section 4.1, we have to make several additional assumptions to formulate a meaningful

demand system for the LIS market. The key assumption is that all individuals that we

observe in plans that are eligible for LIS random assignment are considered to have chosen

25The average own-price elasticity is -13.69 and the median is -13.20.
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the outside option. The results of the OLS and IV specifications for this part of the market

are quite similar to the demand estimates for regular enrollees. Individuals prefer plans with

more generous formularies and larger pharmacy networks, and plans that have existed on the

market for longer time are also more likely to attract beneficiaries. The price coefficient in the

OLS specification is almost identical to the one for regular enrollees. In the IV specification,

it is slightly lower at -7.6, suggesting lower price sensitivity to prices that, recall, are about

$400 lower per year for the LIS enrollees.

We extensively explored the robustness of the above estimates. In particular, we evalu-

ated three sets of robustness checks. First, we estimated alternative versions of the random

coefficient model using alternative model specifications as well as different identification

strategies based either on market-level demographics (Nevo, 2001) or on demographics and

micro-moments constructed from the consumer-level data (Petrin, 2002).26 Second, we ex-

plored the effects of using alternative instruments like those proposed in Train and Winston

(2007) and in Gandhi and Houde (2015). Third, we evaluated alternative estimation meth-

ods for the LIS demand. First, we applied to LIS choosers the same random coefficient model

described above. Second, we estimated LIS demand as an out of sample prediction based

on regular enrollees demand. Namely, we used the random coefficient model inclusive of de-

mographics for the regular enrollees and then predicted LIS demand using the LIS enrollees

demographics. Overall, these checks broadly confirmed the results in Table 2. Albeit not

reported in the paper, all the results are available from the authors upon request.

5.3 Marginal Cost Estimates

Following Nevo (2001), we use the demand estimates for regular and LIS enrollees with

Equation 10 to recover plan-level marginal costs. As shown in Section 4, the first-order

condition linking marginal costs to bids and demand parameters has several non-standard

features, particularly the discontinuous share function for LIS enrollees. Therefore, in order

to proceed with the estimation of marginal costs, we make several important assumptions.

First, we assume that the multitude of risk-adjustment and reinsurance mechanisms imple-

mented in Medicare Part D imply that insurers de facto face constant expected marginal

costs. Second, we select a subset of plans that were plausibly not distorted by LIS gaming.

In essence, the idea is to select a group of plans for which we find the Bertrand-Nash

26We also assessed the reliability of our random coefficient estimates to various computational issues,
including the estimation algorithm (nested fixed point relative to MPEC), the optimization routine (gradient
relative to non-gradient based) and the integration method (quadrature relative to sparse grid).
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assumption acceptable for describing the pricing behavior of the insurer. We construct a

group of such plans by selecting all contracts of those insurers that within a given market

(year-region) were not eligible to enroll randomly assigned LIS individuals into any of their

plans. Even if the assumption that this group of “non-manipulating” plans does not express

premium distortions related to the LIS benchmark, we may be still be worried that these

plans are not comparable to plans qualifying for low-income enrollees. Empirically, this does

not seem to be the case. There has been substantial variation in the low-income subsidy

across regions and there are many insurers who never qualified for low-income enrollees in

at least one region. This variation is mostly due to the different penetration of Medicare

Advantage: where in 2006 enrollment in Medicare Advantage was high, MA-PD received a

high weight in the calculation of the low-income subsidy and, since their premium is typically

close to zero, they induced a small low-income subsidy (Decarolis, 2015).27 Hence, we invert

the first-order conditions only for these “non-distorted” plans. Since the plans offered by the

same insurer across different regions are remarkably similar, the marginal cost estimates of

the “non-distorted” plans through the inversion of the first-order condition can be used to

predict the cost of similar plans in other regions for which we could not directly infer costs.

In the first step, we recover the marginal costs for “non-distorted” plans using Equation

10. We use 756 plans offered in 2010 data, as our counterfactuals will focus on this year

only. We then proceed to relate the estimated marginal costs to the observed characteristics

of non-manipulating plans by estimating the following hedonic-style linear regression:

mcjt = Xjtβ + δt + τj + εjt, (17)

where Xjt includes the same non-premium characteristics of plans that we had included in

the utility function. We add the unobserved quality estimate for each plan as an additional

explanatory variable in X. We condition the regression on firm and market fixed effects to

account for inherent differences in marginal costs across insurers and geographic regions.

Table 4 reports the coefficients for the hedonic regression. We note that the most impor-

tant determinants of marginal costs appear to be, as expected, the plans’ coverage limits,

as well as the generosity of their drug formularies. For example, we estimate that offering

coverage in the gap increases a plan’s marginal cost by $405 a year, which is a large increase

relative to the average marginal cost estimate of about $1,000 from the inversion procedure.

This estimate of the additional marginal cost from coverage in the gap roughly corresponds

27The variation in the total weight assigned to MA-PD in 2006 is substantial ranging from almost 60
percent in Arizona and Nevada to less than 4 percent in Mississippi and Maine.
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to the premium add-ons that are charged by insurers that offer coverage in the gap.

We use the estimates of how plan characteristics translate into marginal costs to predict

marginal costs for all plans that we did not include in the inversion procedure. This exercise

hinges on the assumption that all plans have a similar “production function.” In other words,

we assume that the plans that manipulate the LIS threshold manipulate the premiums, but

do not have different marginal costs conditional on a set of non-price characteristics. This

appears reasonable, as the main source of costs in the insurance market is determined by

individual risk spending; therefore, it is conceivable to assume that plans with the same

financial characteristics and formulary generosity will have similar marginal costs.

Figure 6 plots the distribution of predicted marginal costs and compares it to the esti-

mated distribution via the inversion procedure. We estimate substantial heterogeneity in the

marginal costs across plans. We find this heterogeneity both through the inversion proce-

dure and in the hedonic projection exercise. This indicates that our hedonic-style regression

captures the key drivers for the differences in marginal costs. The manipulating plans are

estimated to have slightly lower marginal costs on average, which is intuitive if we believe

that cheaper plans are the ones that would try to compete for LIS enrollment. The marginal

cost estimates in both cases are centered around $1,100 and range from about $750 to about

$1,900.

Our marginal cost estimates imply mark-ups in the order of 9 percent on average. The

bottom panel of Figure 6 plots the full distribution across plans. These mark-ups are fairly

low, suggesting that the environment is reasonably competitive. We explored several external

sources that discuss the profitability of the Part D PDP plans to verify that our estimates of

marginal costs and mark-ups appear plausible. A CBO report from July 2014 (Congressional

Budget Office, 2014) provides, to our knowledge, the most detailed publicly available external

analysis of revenues and costs in stand-alone prescription drug plans for years 2007-2010.

According to Table 2-1 of this report, in 2010, PDP stand-alone plans collected on average

$1,136 in direct subsidies and premiums per person. This measure is similar to our measure

of bid in the mark-up formula (bid-marginal cost)/(marginal cost). To construct a proxy for

marginal cost from the CBO report, we take the estimate of the “Net Drug Spending for the

Basic Benefit,” which is reported to be $1,382 and subtract the reinsurance payments that

are reported to be $521 on average per person.28 This gives us an estimate of direct costs

for basic benefit of $861. Using the latter number—which certainly is within the scope of

28Since our marginal cost estimates come from the inversion of the insurers’ first-order conditions, they
are net of reinsurance transfers between the plans and the government.
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our estimated marginal costs—and the average revenue reported above, we would arrive at

a mark-up of ($1,136-$861)/$861, or 32 percent. These numbers, however, do not include

administrative costs (which CBO reports to be $242, but it is calculated as a residual and

includes profits and administrative costs), and further does not include “enhanced” benefits

that are covered by additional premiums and are included in our calculations. To arrive at

around a 10 percent markup, we would have to assume that administrative costs are around

$170 on average per person: ($1,136-$861-$170)/($861+$170)=10 percent, or 70 percent of

the number that CBO reports as an estimate of administrative costs plus profits, which

appears plausible. Overall, our estimates appear realistic and consistent with the actual cost

data.

5.4 Welfare Estimates of the Current Mechanism

Using the demand and marginal cost estimates from above, we next compute consumer

surplus, producer profits, government transfers, and total surplus for the observed market

allocation, as outlined Equation 15. We restrict our calculations to regular enrollees for

for consistency across our counterfactuals below, which remove the LIS enrollees from the

market. For expositional clarity, we report results for a single year (2010). The calculations

are reported in the first column of Table 5.

We estimate that total annual consumer surplus generated by Part D PDP was about

$2.5 billion, or about $280 per enrollee.29 We also estimate that insurer profits, before risk

corridor adjustments, were about $460 million.30 In sum, the Part D PDP market generated

a little less than $3 billion of consumer and producer surplus. This surplus came at a price,

however, as CMS reports that the government spent about $9.5 billion in subsidies in Part

29This is calculated as the sum across markets of average consumer surplus in each market multiplied by
the market size of each market. Note that the consumer surplus estimate relies solely on the demand model
for regular enrollees and does not depend on any assumptions or specification of the supply side.

30In the estimation of insurer profits from regular enrollees in the counterfactuals, we let the per capita
revenue from regular enrollees be equal to the bid of the plan as simulated in the counterfactual plus the
enhanced component of the premium as observed in the data if the plan is enhanced. We thus assume that
the enhanced component of the premium does not change across counterfactual mechanisms and does not
enter bidding. We then take the difference in estimated marginal cost and counterfactual per capita revenue
for each plan and multiply it by the counterfactual share of each plan in each market scaled by the market
size of the regular enrollees’ market. Relative to the profit function formulation in Equation 8 we are not
explicitly calculating the effects of risk-corridors that may alter profits at the end of the fiscal year. Our
welfare estimates would be negatively affected if risk corridor payments to firms were positive, as the transfer
would be adjusted by the deadweight loss of raising taxes. On the other hand, transfers from firms to the
government would be welfare neutral. We are further not explicitly calculating the selection component of
the profit function H(φ), which is zero in expectation by construction.
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D PDP, split between $6 billion on premium subsidies and $3.5 billion on non-premium

subsidies. Under our assumption that the government would still have to pay subsidies

if individuals were to leave PDP and switch to MA-PD, we also estimate the government

would have spent $8.2 billion on the same individuals were enrolled in MA-PD. The difference

between the total PDP subsidies and what these would have been in MA-PD, a little more

than $1 billion, is the opportunity cost of government spending on PDPs, which, along with

our assumption that the deadweight loss of government taxation is 30 cents on the dollar,

gives us the social cost of government spending of $1.4 billion.

We estimate the total surplus generated by the Part D PDP market was about $1.5

billion. This is one of the primary findings of the paper, along with the observation that

the vast majority of this surplus came from foregone government expenditures. That finding

follows directly from our assumption that all enrollees in Part D PDP would have been

enrolled in MA-PD had the Part D PDP market not existed. This is likely an overestimate

of government spending, as it is possible that some of the enrollees in Part D PDP would have

decided not to obtain drug coverage of any variety. However, we think that this assumption

provides a plausible upper bound for the welfare gains of the Part D PDP program. We also

compute a lower bound by assuming that the opportunity cost of government spending was

zero. In that case, we estimate that a dollar of public funds would have generated only 0.17

dollars of surplus per subsidy dollar. That is, welfare would have been improved dramatically

by shutting down the program entirely. However, if we do take the government’s payments

for the outside option into account, we arrive at a more encouraging calculation of 1.12

dollars per opportunity-cost-dollar spent by the government. The break-even opportunity

cost of government spending is $261 per enrollee; if government spending outside Part D

PDP exceeds this number, the Part D PDP market generates non-negative social surplus.

While the total amount of surplus generated in the market is positive, this calculation

does not provide any guidance about how efficient the current subsidy mechanism is relative

to the first-best, or how its various components contribute to the overall welfare outcomes.

To address those questions, we next turn to assessing the welfare properties of counterfactual

mechanisms which change the way that subsidies are determined.

6 Counterfactual Results

We are interested in understanding how supplier incentives, the subsidy mechanism, and their

interplay determine market outcomes. Recalling the framework in Section 2, the essential
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economic ingredients are consumer willingness-to-pay, the exercise of market power, and the

generosity and form of the subsidy mechanism. We establish a baseline by first removing

the link in the Part D PDP subsidy mechanism tying regular and LIS enrollees. There are

two reasons for doing this. First, removing the link between the regular and LIS enrollees

has been a long-considered policy proposal; theory suggests that tying the subsidies, prices,

and product choices across the two markets potentially introduces distortions and reduces

overall welfare. Understanding the effect of tying the two markets together is of independent

interest. The second reason is technical: gaming for the LIS enrollees introduces both

dynamic incentives and discontinuous payoffs.31 By removing the LIS enrollees from the

subsidy mechanism for regular enrollees, we avoid the complex modeling issues associated

with those two factors. We also sever the link between the subsidies in Part D PDP and

prices in the MA-PD market. This is also an independently interesting counterfactual, and

doing so also allows us to ignore possible feedback effects in the MA market from changes

made in the Part D PDP market.

6.1 Links to Other Markets

To isolate the effect of the current subsidy mechanism for regular enrollees, we begin by

simulating the market once we remove the interconnections existing in the subsidy formula

with features of the LIS and MA-PD portions of the market. In the first counterfactual, we

remove the LIS enrollees to their own market while holding all other aspects of the current

subsidy mechanism unchanged. Hence, prices are set as we describe above in Section 4,

where the baseline subsidy is a fraction of the enrollment-weighted average of prices from

Part D PDP and MA-PD.32 In the second counterfactual, we remove the MA-PD bids

from the computation of the weighted average used in computing the baseline subsidy. In

this case, the baseline subsidy is set as 68 percent of the average Part D PDP bid. This

second counterfactual gives us a benchmark to compare other subsidy mechanisms for regular

beneficiaries, keeping separated issues associated with LIS assignments and MA-PD bids.

The effects of these two counterfactuals are described in Columns (2) and (3) of Table 5.

The results of the first counterfactual where the tie between regular and LIS enrollees is

severed illustrates the rich equilibrium effects of changes to the subsidy mechanism. The key

31See Decarolis (2015) for a treatment of these two issues.
32We note that we do not directly observe MA-PD bids, as MA-PD premiums contain not only subsidies

whose levels are known but also unobserved Part C rebates. However, it is easy to back out the average MA-
PD bid because we observe the base subsidy and can compute the average Part D PDP bid; the remainder
is the average MA-PD bid.
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change is that firms previously had incentives to lower prices of some of their plans in order to

qualify for random LIS enrollments. This incentive would lower average prices, which in turn

lowers the generosity of the baseline subsidy. Removing this incentive leads to two related

equilibrium effects: firms have incentives to raise bids since they are no longer competing

to get under the average premium, and the baseline subsidy increases as the average price

increases. There is a feedback effect between the two forces, as higher prices lead to more

generous subsidies which in turn lead to higher prices and so on; we compute the equilibrium

that results when firms’ projection of the average subsidy is equal to the one resulting in

equilibrium under those beliefs. This is born out in the results in column (2); the average

government subsidy per enrollee increases from $1,069 to $1,117. The combination of the

more generous subsidy, along with a shift in the relative prices of Part D PDP plans, results

in slightly lower enrollment-weighted average premiums ($471 vs $502 in the data), and

a seven percentage point increase in the share of inside options. Overall consumer surplus

increases, but tellingly the average consumer surplus declines from $287 to $274 per enrollee.

The role of the LIS incentives in disciplining firm prices is shown in the dramatic increase

in firm profits, which more than double to over $1 billion. Echoing the discussion in Section

2, increasing the generosity of subsidy induces relatively low marginal valuation consumers

to enter the market, with some of the rents being captured by firms. The question becomes

whether the extra value generated by the change in the mechanism exceeds the social cost

of providing the goods. In this case, the answer is a clear no: although consumer surplus

and producer profit increase by almost $1 billion, government expenditures increase by more

than $2.5 billion. Accounting for the opportunity cost of government spending, total welfare

declines by almost $100 million when the regular and LIS enrollee markets are unbundled.

This counterfactual mechanism results in an inefficient system: the per dollar return on

government spending drops to about 12 cents per nominal dollar and only 59 cents per

opportunity cost dollar.

The removal of the MA-PD plans from the enrollment-weighted average bid used to

compute the baseline subsidy results in even stronger effects along the same lines. As the

MA-PD bids are quite low and thus typically drive down the average bid, removing their

bids increases the average bid both mechanically and due to insurers’ strategic response.

Consequently, the subsidy further increases to $1,170 per enrollee, with the average premium

declining to $418. Enrollment in the market increases to 55 percent and producer profits

increase by $210 million. While total consumer surplus increases by another $600 million,

the marginal consumers drop the average consumer surplus per enrollee to $263. Higher
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subsidies also imply higher government spending of $15 billion on Part D PDP subsidies,

and thus the net result is a decrease in total surplus of $550 million. The combination

of these factors drives the per dollar return on government spending to about 6 cents per

nominal dollar and 21 cents per opportunity cost dollar.

The results of these counterfactuals are instructive. They highlight the complex equi-

librium interactions arising here between the endogenous-determined subsidies and social

welfare along the channels discussed in Section 2. However, they also illustrate the poten-

tial for large welfare effects arising from seemingly-unrelated choices in mechanism design.

While it is possible that the designers of the Part D PDP subsidy mechanism were able to

predict the directional effects of tying prices in the Part D PDP market for regular enrollees

to the eligibility of those same plans in the LIS market, and of linking the baseline subsidy

to MA-PD prices, it seems unlikely that anyone could ex ante predict the exact magnitudes

of those choices. As it turns out here, the designers’ choice to link on both of those margins

resulted in higher levels of welfare. However, we emphasize that, again, the welfare increase

only comes from the foregone opportunity cost of government expenditures in Part D PDP.

Both consumer surplus and producer profit are higher when the links are removed. The pol-

icy implication revolves solely around the ability of the mechanism to prevent socially-costly

government expenditures. That does not have to be the case in general; as we show below,

there are a range of alternative counterfactual mechanisms that may do better on all fronts.

First, we explore the role that market power plays before considering alternative subsidy

mechanisms.

6.2 Market Power

Before proceeding to counterfactuals that change the subsidy mechanisms, we first evaluate

the effect of market power. Thus, we consider the current CMS mechanism (without the

LIS and MA-PD pricing links) and explore two polar cases: full competition and monopoly.

We implement these two counterfactuals by simulating alternative plan ownership structures

within each CMS-defined market. In the first, we assume that each PDP is its own firm; in

the second, we assume that every PDP in each market belongs to one firm. The results are

reported in the last two columns of Table 5. Our results are somewhat surprising on first

glance: contrary to the usual introductory microeconomics intuition, social welfare basically

remains unchanged under atomistic competition but increases substantially under monopoly

ownership. Under atomistic competition, consumer surplus and producer profits actually

decline modestly, driven by the fall in the government subsidy per person to $1,166. The net
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effect of the three changes is essentially zero. However, under monopoly consumer surplus

decreases by $600 million to $2.8 billion and producer profits go up almost $900 million

to $2.2 billion under the monopoly ownership structure. The real key to increasing social

welfare is that the market share of the inside option declines to 45 percent; the consumers

who remain in the market are the ones with relatively high valuations, and government

subsidies also decline. The combination of these factors pushes welfare higher to $1.1 billion

under monopoly. This comports again with the idea that, holding the subsidy mechanism

fixed, market power may actually be beneficial in preventing consumers with valuations lower

than social cost from entering the market.

The results suggest that, without links to the LIS market and MA-PD, the current own-

ership configuration delivers outcomes fairly close to that of a purely competitive ownership

structure. This is an interesting result, as one of the motivating reasons for using managed

competition to deliver publicly-subsidized goods and services was to leverage competition to

reduce prices. Our conclusion on this point requires caution, however, as we cannot assess

the counterfactual of possible alternatives, which may include a standard government-run

program or a regulated monopoly. For one, we do not know anything about the govern-

ment’s, or regulated firms’, comparative marginal costs of delivering similar insurance plans

in such a scenario, and therefore we cannot make any claims about additional efficiencies

introduced by competition. Second, we take the marginal costs of firms as given here; it

is likely that a single buyer would be able to exert monopsony power in negotiating with

upstream pharmaceutical companies. The combination of the two effects is ambiguous, and

we remain conservative in our conclusion that the current ownership structure gives results

similar to that if all plans were independent firms.

6.3 Alternative Subsidy Mechanisms

So far, we have considered the effects of linking the current subsidy mechanism to other

markets, and the role of market power within that mechanism. We now start to explore

alternative subsidy mechanisms. In the next set of counterfactuals we ask whether deviations

in the subsidy mechanism form the averaging rule currently used to proportional or flat

subsidies could improve total welfare.
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6.3.1 Proportional Subsidies

We start with a proportional subsidy mechanism in which premiums are given by: pjt = xbjt,

with x ∈ [0, 1]. Table 6 the findings for three levels of x: 5 percent, 32 percent, and 95

percent. The idea of the 5 percent counterfactual is to test how insurers would respond

if the government almost entirely bore the cost of purchase. With the almost-complete

reduction in consumer price sensitivity, insurers dramatically increase their bids: we find a

threefold increase in bids. Consequently, even though individuals now pay only 5 percent

of the bids, the premiums are still relatively high at $190 a year on average. This drop

in premiums, however, is sufficient to increase enrollment to 100 percent in the PDP plans

from 55 percent in the baseline. Consumer surplus increases to $13 billion, and insurers

are able to capture huge amounts of the rents generated by the subsidy—profits shoot to

over $50 billion. Given the dramatic increase in bids and enrollment, government spending

increases enormously. The result is a stark drop in welfare levels to an astounding negative

$37 billion. Similar results are obtained at 32 percent, which corresponds to the fraction that

CMS currently uses after taking the weighted average of bids to determine premiums and

subsidies. In both cases, welfare losses are driven by low-valuation consumers entering the

market, the subsidy being far too generous, and firms capturing most of the rents. The two

more generous proportional subsidies act as extremely expensive mechanisms for transferring

funds from taxpayers to firms.

A different story emerges when consumers have to 95 percent of the bid; effective con-

sumer prices triple over the baseline level. At this level of prices, very few individuals, about

1 percent, are willing to purchase PDP plans and switch to the outside option. Despite the

drop in enrollment, the program generates even more surplus than the benchmark case, and

a very high surplus per subsidy dollar. Such a high surplus per dollar is not surprising,

as the government pays little and only the beneficiaries with the highest willingness to pay

participate in the program.

This case highlights one of our central empirical findings: there is very little innate

willingness to pay for the Part D PDP plans outside of their subsidies. This is likely due to the

fact that there are close substitutes readily available at very low (even zero) prices in the form

of MA-PD. While traditional Medicare and Medicare Advantage are not identical substitutes,

the 5 percent counterfactual highlights that the marginal consumer surplus generated by this

program is minimal. Of course, we have kept the subsidies in the MA-PD program unmoved,

which are also artificially attractive due to government subsidies; we return to this point

below when we introduce a link between the generosity of the subsidy in Part D PDP and
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MA-PD.

Overall, these results can be interpreted by considering that proportional subsidies have

two effects relative to the observed mechanism. First, there is a price level effect, as a very

generous subsidy would decrease the overall level of premiums faced by consumers, even

though firms capture much of these rents by increasing their bids. Second, there is a signifi-

cant change in relative prices that makes the more generous plans relatively more attractive.

The counterfactuals illustrate the strong impact of subsidy structure on insurer behavior.

In cases where consumers do not face 100 percent of the extra premium in more expensive

plans, competitive forces are significantly muted and insurers pass through substantially

higher expenditures to the inelastic federal budget.

6.3.2 Flat Subsidies (Vouchers)

The second alternative subsidy system that we explore is a flat voucher mechanism, where F

is given to each Part D-eligible consumer to be spent on a Part D PDP plan if they choose.

The premiums are set to equal to: pjt = max{0, bjt−F}. The last three columns of Table 6

report results for three flat subsidy levels: $0, $721 and $1340.

Column (4) shows that F = $0 is associated with such high premiums that essentially

nobody enrolls in PDPs. Not surprisingly, this case is very similar to that in the preceding

column of Table 6. At the other extreme, F = $1, 340, which is double the subsidy level

observed in reality, turns out to be a sufficiently generous subsidy to guarantee 100 percent

enrollment in PDPs. While full enrollment in Part D PDP plans was also attained with the

95 percent proportional subsidy, the total welfare in the two cases is remarkably different.

Although both entail negative welfare, the flat subsidy does far better: a loss of $6.7 billion

relative to $37.4 billion. The key difference is that consumers still must pay every marginal

dollar for plans priced above the voucher, so while insures utilize the increase in subsidy and

increase their bids, they do not do so dramatically. In fact, almost all firms submit bids

at exactly the voucher. Consumers face essentially zero premiums, leading to an increase

in consumer surplus to $13 billion, which is essentially the upper bound without giving

consumers money. Producer profit increases substantially to $4.2 billion. However, as seen

previously, government expenditures overwhelm these welfare gains, resulting in a large

welfare loss.

The third case, F = $721 is particularly noteworthy. Although F = 721 implies that the

subsidy is nominally close to the observed subsidy, incentives are very different under a flat
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voucher relative to the observed mechanism.33 While in the observed mechanism, the subsidy

is determined after the bidding process as a fraction of the average bid, here the subsidy is

set ex ante and it does not depend respond to endogenous supplier behavior. Compared to

the benchmark case, we find that prices that consumers face increase by about $100. This

leads to a drop in enrollment to 43 percent, compared to the benchmark 55 percent, and an

accompanying decrease in total consumer surplus and producer profit. Government spending

patterns, however, change starkly in response to decreased enrollment and thus overall, the

total surplus under the voucher, $1.7 billion, is higher than in the benchmark case of $0.9

billion.

The change in welfare across the range of vouchers suggests that there is an optimal

voucher above zero. Therefore, we repeat the calculation of total welfare at a range of

vouchers from $0 to $1400 in increments of $100. The top panel in Figure 7 summarizes the

outcome of these calculations graphically. We find that the total welfare is the highest at

F = 600. Setting vouchers higher than that level significantly reduces welfare. So do less-

generous vouchers, but the welfare gradient and thus the cost of deviation from the optimum

is lower. Setting the PDP voucher at zero, still leads to total welfare of $1.1 billion. This is

$900 million less in total surplus than at the optimal voucher. Setting the voucher at $600

above the optimum, on the other hand, results in a welfare loss of about $4 billion. Column

(5) in Table 7 reports the welfare estimates for the optimal national voucher. Total surplus

is $2 billion, or twice the baseline case.

In looking at welfare outcomes at different voucher levels, we held the voucher constant

at the national level. At the same time, we have documented substantial heterogeneity in de-

mand, supply, and prices across the 34 geographic markets. Thus, the next dimension of regu-

latory intervention we explore is allowing the government to set geographically-differentiated

subsidies across regions. We focus on the flat voucher mechanism, as regionally-differentiated

vouchers would be the simplest policy change to implement. To implement this counterfac-

tual, we compute welfare at different levels of possible vouchers (from $0 to $1400 at $100

steps) within each region, and then for each market select the voucher that results in the

highest welfare within that region. The results of this exercise are reported in Panel 2 of

Figure 7. We find that in 19 out of 34 markets, it is optimal to set the same voucher subsidy

33This level of subsidy deviates slightly from the observed level of $677, because it reflects our re-calculation
of the subsidy levels by applying formal CMS rules to the bids. The difference comes from slight additional
annual adjustments that CMS makes to the multiplier on the average bid as described in note to Figure
3 in www.medpac.gov/documents/payment-basics/part-d-payment-system-14.pdf?sfvrsn=0. We per-
formed the welfare calculations using both voucher levels, and there are only very minor differences in the
exact dollar amounts.
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that would have been the uniform optimum - at $600. In other regions, however, it would be

welfare-maximizing to deviate from this subsidy. We find that in two markets, it would be

optimal to offer higher subsidies of $700 and $800, while in the remaining markets it would

be welfare-increasing to lower subsidies by $100-$200. Figure 7 illustrates welfare gains per

market that could be achieved through these adjustments to vouchers. Column (6) of Table

7 reports the welfare calculations for these market-specific optimal vouchers; total welfare

would increase by $40 million to $2.1 billion.

6.4 Marginal Cost Pricing and the Social Planner

The relatively good performance of the voucher system compared to both the current system

and the proportional subsidy indicates a potentially simple policy reform that could improve

welfare. Nevertheless, it is interesting to quantify to what extent such a decentralized ap-

proach manages to move the market closer to some ideal benchmark. In this final part of the

analysis, we thus compare the level of welfare attainable under either marginal cost pricing

and the social planner. Columns (1)–(3) in Table 7 reports the full set of welfare estimates

for private marginal cost, social marginal cost, and the social planner, respectively.

We start by setting premiums equal to the estimated marginal costs for each insurance

plan: pjt = MCjt. The results are reported in column (1). Facing premiums as high

as marginal costs, consumers leave the PDP program in favor of the outside option with

enrollment dropping to 1 percent. The level of total surplus is nevertheless high, since only

consumers with the highest willingness to pay enroll in the program, while the government

is paying relatively little as it provides only “non-premium” subsidies.34 We expand upon

this counterfactual and let consumers face the full social marginal cost rather than only the

marginal cost of insurers that was estimated under the existing reinsurance subsidies. To

calculate the premiums, we add average observed re-insurance subsidies (RISjt) for each plan

to the estimated marginal costs: pjt = MCjt + RISjt. The outcomes, reported in Column

(2) of Table 7, are similar, albeit starker. In this case, enrollment and total surplus fall even

more, with nearly none of the market choosing the inside option of PDP plans.

Finally, we consider the social planner’s problem. As expected, the social planner’s

problem generates the highest total surplus at $3.6 billion. This surplus comes at a cost

34The details of how we calculate “non-premium” or reinsurance subsidies are discussed in Section 5.
Recall that these represent government payments in the catastrophic coverage part of Part D plans, whereby
for the individuals with the highest spending levels the government directly pays 80% of expenditures after
a certain threshold. This effectively amounts to additional subsidy dollars that, however, do not directly
depend on insurers’ bids.
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of large subsidies. We calculate that the optimal prices in PDPs are on average lower than

in the benchmark case, at $372. In addition to premium subsidies, the government carries

the full cost of the program, including the coverage of insurer losses of $10 billion. As the

algebraic expression for social planer’s prices in Equation 25 suggests, the social planner sets

prices for each plans as a function of this plan’s social marginal cost and a fiscal adjustment

term. The latter takes into account how much enrollment in a given plan would cost the

government.

Contrasted with the optimal voucher results reported in the last two columns of Table 7,

voucher welfare is higher than that generated under (social) marginal cost pricing. However,

not even the market-specific optimal voucher manages to get near the welfare value under

the social planner. The social planner’s solution demonstrates the idea that at flat subsidy

rates that are unrelated to the efficiency of individual plans, subsidies distort the allocation

of individuals across plans within a given market. Figure 8 shows this point graphically on

the example of California’s market in 2010. Relative to observed prices, the social planner’s

solution is to increase premiums in plans with higher social marginal costs. This results

in the re-allocation of individuals across plans—market shares of plans with lower social

marginal cost increase, while the market shares of plans with higher social marginal costs

decrease. Note, however, that the effects are not monotonic. For example, for some plans

with coverage in the gap, which have high social marginal cost, prices increase substantially,

but the market share almost doesn’t change, as there is still enough willingness to pay for

at least some plans with generous coverage in the market.

The message of the social planner’s solution is clear: there are not enough consumers in

Part D PDP, and those that are in the market are systematically choosing plans that are too

socially expensive. The social planner ameliorates this shortcoming by increasing subsidies

on less-costly plans and increasing premiums for the more expensive plans.

6.5 Robustness Checks

6.5.1 Inertia

Our model of demand includes vintage of the plan as a characteristic in consumer’s utility

functions. As discussed previously, the interpretation of the coefficient on vintage as a

structural parameter will only hold under restrictive circumstances. Rather, we view vintage

as potentially capturing some inertia in the consumer market. If firms are aware of this

inertia, the static Bertrand-Nash pricing game that we assume that they play will result in
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biased estimates of their marginal costs. Recognizing this bias, we perform several robustness

checks. Following Miller (2014), who finds that ignoring dynamic incentives can bias marginal

costs by a factor of 20 percent, we repeat the key voucher counterfactuals, shifting marginal

costs up and down 20 percent relative to our baseline estimates. The results of are reported

in Figure 9. The primary result is that the optimal voucher remains at $600 in both cases. As

expected, the case with marginal costs lowered uniformly by 20 percent results in higher peak

welfare, with the situation reversed when marginal costs are 20 percent higher. Consequently,

while the levels of welfare estimates could change under a model with dynamic supply-side

incentives, the qualitative conclusions that compare welfare outcomes across vouchers appear

to be fairly robust.

6.5.2 Endogenous Outside Option

We also perform a second robustness check to determine the effect of our assumption that the

outside option remains constant while we adjust the mechanism in Part D PDP. This may be

unrealistic, as one might think that CMS, who administers both programs, would introduce

reforms into both markets simultaneously. For example, a counterfactual mechanism that

made Part D PDP much more attractive, say through an increase in the consumer subsidy,

would give misleading results if the outside option could also be expected to become more

attractive because similar subsidies were increased in MA-PD. Essentially, the basic problem

is that the value of the outside option is moving with the inside option. One way of controlling

for this is to let the value of the outside option move up and down with the difference in the

subsidy in each counterfactual as calculated against the baseline subsidy. We implement a

robustness check by imposing a penalty to the inside option such that the share of the outside

option remains constant in the social planner’s problem.35 In the random utility framework,

this is equivalent to holding the relative attractiveness of the outside option constant while

we change the mechanism in MA-PD. We found that a penalty of $36 to the inside options

kept the outside option’s share constant in the social planner’s solution. The results that we

obtained are reported in column (4) of Table 7.

The social planner’s solution with the endogenous outside option gives lower overall

welfare than with a fixed outside option. The intuition is straightforward: the endogenous

option constrains the social planner’s solution to lie in the space where the outside option

is kept constant at 38 percent of the market. This constraint prevents the social planner

35This is algebraically equivalent to making the outside option more attractive, but keeps the utility
interpretation consistent across all of other counterfactuals where we have held the utility of the outside
option fixed at zero.
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from implementing the first-best solution, as the social planner would ideally want to shift

an additional 10 percent of the market into Part D PDP.

We also plot the differences in plan premiums and market shares, relative to the social

planner’s unrestricted problem, in Figure 10. The top panel shows that premiums have

almost uniformly shifted upward, by an average of $87. The restriction that the outside

option remain relatively equally attractive leads the social planner to reduce enrollments

primarily in the lower social marginal cost plans, as the bottom panel shows.

The takeaway from this experiment is two-fold: one, the social planner wants to increase

enrollment in Part D PDP over the current share, so restricting the outside option to be

equally attractive constrains the social planner from maximizing utility; second, even the

constrained solution increases total welfare by a factor of two compared to the observed

allocation. Looking at the top panel of Figure 10 and comparing it to the top panel of

Figure 8, we see that the constrained solution retains the qualitative aspects of the social

planner’s solution: premiums are increased for more socially-costly plans, and enrollments

increase in less socially-costly plans. So while the level of utility changes, the basic underlying

message of our story stays the same: the current mechanism subsidizes expensive plans too

much, and does not subsidize inexpensive plans enough.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have analyzed the welfare effects of the mechanism for determining subsidies

for Prescription Drug Plans in Medicare Part D, focusing in particular on the supply side

of the market. We draw several conclusions. First, we find that the current program is

efficient only if we take into account that the government would have had to subsidize

enrollees elsewhere as well. Without taking the latter into account, we could conclude that

the program only generates a fraction of dollar value that is spent on it from the federal

budget. This is due to a number of related factors: PDP plans are highly subsidized;

demand for those plans is driven almost exclusively by said subsidies—consumers have very

low willingness-to-pay for unsubsized plans, driven by the availability of inexpensive close

substitutes; and firms are able to capture some of the rents of the subsidy mechanism.

On the supply-side we find, perhaps surprisingly, that the current structure of the pro-

gram, where prices for distinct parts of the program, such as Medicare Advantage Prescrip-

tion Drug coverage, Low Income Subsidies, and market premiums for regular beneficiaries,

are tied together into one mechanism, in fact mutes insurers’ ability to raise subsidies, and
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hence positively affects total welfare. In fact, the current mechanism that weights multi-

ple parts of the program into an average that is used to calculate subsidies, is similar in

its incentives to a pre-determined optimal voucher mechanism. We find that providing flat

vouchers that are optimally set ex ante could increase the total surplus in levels and relative

to federal dollars spent, but not by a large amount (although a flat voucher mechanism

could dramatically reduce the cost of administering the program, an effect that we do not

include in our calculations). We further find that removing the averaging and just setting

proportional subsidies would lead to a rapid upward price spiral, as the competitive pressure

on the market—which we do find to have reasonably low margins—is, however, not strong

enough to mitigate the “raising-the-subsidy” incentives.

Further, our analysis reveals a close connection between Part D and Medicare Advantage

that, although not emphasized in the previous literature, proved to be crucial for our find-

ings. We believe that our approach to the quantification of welfare that gradually removes

interlinked parts of the environment - specifically, LIS bidding incentives and MA-PD part of

the bid average - can be useful for many other public programs that do not exist in isolation,

but, instead, are linked to other programs through the choices of consumers and producers

or though government transfers.

While our institutional setting focused on the Medicare Part D program, our findings have

broader implications for market design of privately-provided and publicly-subsidized social

insurance programs. The motivation of subsidizing these programs is typically redistribution—

the government attempts to ensure the affordability of insurance. Inevitably, such subsidy

policies will have efficiency costs for the market. One source of such inefficiencies is market

power. Subsidies create incentives for imperfectly competitive insurers to raise markups and

pass them through to the price inelastic government. In general, we show in this paper that

conditional on the decision to subsidize social insurance programs, there are large welfare

differences across specific mechanisms that are feasibly at the policy maker’s disposal. De-

pending on whether the policy is guided by the considerations of consumer surplus, total

welfare, or government spending, different policies deliver drastically different results across

these three measures of surplus. Overall, we argue that contrary to the focus of the literature

on consumer choices in social insurance markets, the much less studied supply-side behavior

in the presence of regulatory intervention and subsidization plays the key role in determining

the efficiency outcomes of social insurance programs.
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Figure 1: A Simple Model of Proportional Subsidies
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Figure 2: A Simple Model of Vouchers
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Figure 3: Welfare Decomposition of Proportional Subsidies
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Figure 4: Minimum Coverage Requirements in Part D
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Total annual drug spending, USD 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

Deductible 

Initial Coverage Limit  

2006: D $250; ICL $2,250 
2007: D $265; ICL $2,400 
2008: D $275; ICL $2,510 

Notes: Insurers in the Medicare Part D program are required to provide coverage that gives at least the
same actuarial value as the Standard Defined Benefit (SDB). The SDB design features a deductible, a co-
insurance rate of 25 percent up to the initial coverage limit (ICL) and the subsequent “donut hole” that has
a 100 percent co-insurance until the individual reaches the catastrophic coverage arm of the contract. The
graph illustrates these features of the SDB by mapping the total annual drug spending into the out-of-pocket
expenditure. As the figure illustrates, the generosity of the SDB changed over time.
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Figure 5: Contract Prices and Market Structure
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Notes: The top-left panel shows the correlation between the number of competing insurers and average
premiums in the market for 2006-2010. The premiums are not enrollment-weighted. The top-right panel
depicts cross-sectional variation in premiums, in the levels of low income subsidies, and in “base premiums”
in 2010. Plans with premiums below LIPSA are eligible for the random assignment of LIS beneficiaries.
The bottom-left and bottom-right panels show the distribution of market shares of the outside and inside
options across 34 Medicare Part D regions for regular and LIS-eligible enrollees, respectively. We restrict the
definition of the market to include PDP options, MA-PDs and no coverage choices. The latter two comprise
the outside option.
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Figure 6: Estimated Marginal Costs and Markups
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Notes: The top panel plots the marginal cost estimates from inversion (for undistorted contracts) and from
hedonic projection (for distorted contracts). Plan characteristics used in the hedonic projection include
deductible, coverage in the gap and enhanced plan indicators, measures of formulary generosity, pharmacy
networks, vintage, as well as estimated unobserved plan quality, and region and insurer fixed effects. The
bottom panel shows the mark-ups computed for non-distorted contracts in 2010, using marginal cost esti-
mates from the inversion of insurers’ first-order conditions. The mark-up is computed as price net of marginal
cost over marginal cost.
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Figure 7: Welfare with Flat Subsidies: Uniform and Market-Specific Optimal Vouchers
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Notes: The top panel plots estimated total welfare in full equilibrium counterfactuals for vouchers in $100
increments. The optimal uniform voucher is $600. In the bottom panel, we calculate optimal vouchers
for each market and plot the difference between the market-specific optimal voucher and optimal uniform
voucher. We also record the extra welfare that would be gained in each region by implementing the market-
specific optimal voucher rather than the uniform voucher.
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Figure 8: Social Planner’s Solution: Changes in Premiums and Market Shares
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Notes: The figure shows the change in premiums (top panel) and market shares (bottom panel) in California
in 2010 for the social planner as compared to the data. Contracts are sorted by their estimated social
marginal costs.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010

Plans
Total number of PDP plans 1,742 1,791 1,674 1,565
Average number of PDP plans per market 51 53 49 46

Firms
Total number of PDP parent organizations 56 56 50 50
Average number of PDP parent organizations per market 19 19 17 17

Premiums
Unweighted average annual PDP consumer premium $439 $477 $545 $559

Subsidies
CMS national average bid (annual) $965 $966 $1,012 $1,060
CMS base consumer premium (annual) $328 $335 $364 $383
CMS subsidy for average risk beneficiary $637 $631 $648 $677
Low income benchmark threshold $341 $333 $353 $388

Enrollment
All Part D Eligible (in millions) 43.3 44.4 45.5 46.6
PDP enrollment, regular (in millions) 8.3 8.6 8.9 9.4
PDP enrollment, low-income (in millions) 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.4
Total MAPD enrollment (in millions) 7.5 8.6 9.4 9.8
Employer sponsored coverage RDS (in millions) 7.0 6.6 6.5 6.7
Other coverage sources (in millions) 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.1
No creditable coverage (in millions) 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.2
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Table 2: Demand Estimates

Regular Enrollees LIS Enrollees
OLS Logit IV Logit BLP OLS Logit IV Logit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Premium −2.74 −10.44 −2.08 −7.58
(0.15) (1.09) (0.09) (1.27)

Mean, Premium (α) 2.58
(0.36)

Std. Deviation, Premium (σα) 0.27
(0.09)

Std. Deviation, Inner Options (σinner) 0.00
(0.08)

Annual Deductible −3.25 −6.72 −7.11
(0.21) (0.56) (1.52)

Gap Coverage 0.18 2.93 2.89
(0.07) (0.40) (0.94)

Std. Deviation, Gap Coverage (σgap) 0.00
(0.08)

Number of Top Drugs Covered 0.24 31.58 30.4 −3.05 10.63
(4.36) (7.30) (12.1) (4.62) (7.15)

Pharmacy Network Measure 0.31 0.29 0.31 0.23 0.22
(0.04) (0.06) (0.01) (0.05) (0.08)

Number Years Plan on Market 0.61 0.88 0.90 0.76 0.88
(0.02) (0.05) (0.12) (0.3) (0.04)

Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The sample is all Medicare Part D stand-alone prescrip-
tion drug plans from 2007 to 2010; the sample size is 6,675 plan-year observations for regular enrollees and 4,561
plan-year observations for LIS enrollees. In addition to the displayed coefficients and fixed effects, all models also
include a constant and the following plan characteristics: a dummy for an enhanced plan, the number of APIs in
the plan’s formulary, and the number of drugs placed in Tiers 1-2 of the formulary which have low cost-sharing.
Columns (2), (3), and (5) use the set of instrumental variables described in the text.
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Table 3: First Stage of Instrumental Variable Regression for Plan Premiums

Regular FS LIS FS
(1) (2)

Number PDP Plans in a Region-year by Same Firm −9.63 −3.32
(2.38) (4.35)

Number MA plans in a Region-year by Same Firm −0.18 0.03
(0.24) (0.47)

Deductible of MA Plans in the Same Region-year −0.15 0.03
(0.17) (0.34)

Same-Firm Average Plan Prices in Other Markets 0.37 0.28
(0.03) (0.06)

Number of Observations 6,675 4,561

Notes: Standard errors in reported in parentheses. Each regression uses data on Medicare
Part D stand-alone prescription drug plans in years 2007 to 2010. The first column reports
the first stage for the regular premiums, while the second column reports the first stage
for low-income-subsidy adjusted premiums. See the text for more details on the construc-
tion of the instruments. The regressions also include all plan characteristics that are used
in demand estimation, including a constant and fixed effects for geographic markets, parent
organizations, and years.
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Table 4: Marginal Cost Projection

Berry MC inversion BLP MC inversion
(1) (2)

Annual deductible −0.37 −0.36
(0.04) (0.04)

No. of common APIs 0.14 0.15
(0.13) (0.13)

Has coverage in the gap (1/0) 0.42 0.41
(0.01) (0.01)

Enhanced plan (1/0) −0.04 −0.03
(0.01) (0.01)

No. of top drugs in Tier 1 and 2 −0.57 −0.54
(0.38) (0.37)

No. of top drugs covered −8.70 −8.69
(2.48) (2.41)

Pharmacy network measure −0.19 −0.19
(0.05) (0.05)

Number of years the plan is on the market 0.05 0.05
(< 0.01) (< 0.01)

R-squared 0.87 0.86

Number of observations = 756. For the BLP model, we use the Berry IV specification for the LIS part
of the market in the inversion procedure. Fixed effects for markets and insurers are included in the re-
gression but not reported.
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Table 5: Observed Allocation; Link and Ownership Counterfactuals

No LIS No LIS or Independent Monopoly
Data Link MA-PD Link Plans Ownership
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Consumer Surplus, $M 2,517 2,892 3,413 3,350 2,814
Insurer Profit, $M 459 1,063 1,279 1,172 2,161
Premium Subsidy, $M 5,936 7,807 10,125 9,742 8,884
Reinsurance Subsidy, $M 3,444 4,096 5,026 4,993 4,107
Inside Option Enrollment, 000’s 8,772 10,565 12,948 12,640 10,592
Inside Option, Percent 38 45 55 54 45
Average Weighted Premium, $ 502 471 418 426 449
Average Weighted Bid, $ 1,123 1,152 1,144 1,141 1,240
MA-PD Premium Subsidy, $M 6,018 7,248 8,882 8,671 7,266
MA-PD Reinsurance Subsidy, $M 2,281 2,747 3,366 3,286 2,754

Total surplus, $M 1,570 1,474 918 912 1,114
Per PDP Subsidy Dollar, $ 0.17 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.09
Per Opportunity Cost Dollar, $ 1.12 0.59 0.24 0.25 0.29

Notes: Total surplus is the sum of consumer surplus and producer profit minus the social oppor-
tunity cost of government spending. MA-PD premium and reinsurance subsidies are the amount
of government expenditures if all PDP enrollees switched to MA-PD. Welfare per opportunity cost
dollar is only reported when government expenditures in PDP are higher than in MA-PD.

Table 6: Proportional and Flat Subsidy Counterfactuals

Proportional Subsidies Vouchers

5 Percent 32 Percent 95 Percent $0 $721 $1,340
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Consumer Surplus, $M 13,344 4,536 1,081 1,073 2,844 13,028
Insurer Profit, $M 50,403 4,846 20 13 960 4,272
Premium Subsidy, $M 84,144 18,087 10 - 7,301 31,290
Reinsurance Subsidy, $M 15,695 8,191 59 39 3,932 9,236
Inside Option Enrollment, 000’s 23,280 14,506 134 90 10,127 23,351
Inside Option, Percent 100 62 1 0 43 100
Average Weighted Premium, $ 190 587 1,381 1,439 501 34
Average Weighted Bid, $ 3,805 1,834 1,453 1,439 1,222 1,374
MA-PD Premium Subsidy, $M 15,970 9,951 92 62 6,947 16,019
MA-PD Reinsurance Subsidy, $M 6,053 3,772 35 23 2,633 6,071

Total surplus, $M (37,414) (6,939) 1,177 1,147 1,654 (6,667)
Per PDP Subsidy Dollar, $ (0.37) (0.26) 17.17 29.38 0.15 (0.16)
Per Opportunity Cost Dollar, $ (0.37) - - - 0.77 (0.28)

Notes: Total surplus is the sum of consumer surplus and producer profit minus the social opportunity
cost of government spending. MA-PD premium and reinsurance subsidies are the amount of govern-
ment expenditures if all PDP enrollees switched to MA-PD. Welfare per opportunity cost dollar is only
reported when government expenditures in PDP are higher than in MA-PD.
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Table 7: Marginal Cost, Social Planner, and Optimal Voucher Counterfactuals

Marginal Cost Social Planner Optimal Voucher

Private Social Baseline MA Adjusted National Market
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Consumer Surplus, $M 1,094 1,064 2,937 1,942 1,824 1,912
Insurer Profit, $M - - (10,055) (7,148) 516 547
Premium Subsidy, $M - - - - 2,870 3,235
Reinsurance Subsidy, $M 93 - - - 1,866 1,894
Inside Option Enrollment, 000’s 217 35 11,192 8,786 4,783 5,136
Inside Option, Percent 1 0 48 38 20 22
Average Weighted Premium, $ 1,282 1,450 372 459 648 608
Average Weighted Bid, $ 1,282 1,450 372 459 1,248 1,238
MA-PD Premium Subsidy, $M 149 24 7,677 5,711 3,281 3,523
MA-PD Reinsurance Subsidy, $M 57 9 2,910 2,284 1,244 1,335

Total surplus, $M 1,241 1,107 3,628 3,044 2,066 2,106
Per PDP Subsidy Dollar, $ 13.30 - 0.28 0.33 0.44 0.41
Per Opportunity Cost Dollar, $ - - - - 7.54 5.97

Notes: Total surplus is the sum of consumer surplus and producer profit minus the social opportunity
cost of government spending. MA-PD premium and reinsurance subsidies are the amount of govern-
ment expenditures if all PDP enrollees switched to MA-PD. Welfare per opportunity cost dollar is only
reported when government expenditures in PDP are higher than in MA-PD.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Derivation of Social Planner’s Pricing Problem

Social planner’s problem is to maximize the following welfare function:

W SP (p) =

Consumer Surplus (CS)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
1

α

(
γ + ln

[
1 +

J∑
j=1

exp(vj(θ), pj)

])
dF (θ) +

λ


Product Market Surplus︷ ︸︸ ︷
J∑
j=1

(pj − cj)sj(p) −

Cost of Subsisidies (G)︷ ︸︸ ︷(
J∑
j=1

(GPDP
j −GMAPD)sj(p)

) . (18)

The social planner’s solution is defined by the set of first-order conditions obtained by

differentiating W SP (p) with respect to prices. The derivative of consumer surplus with

respect to pj has a conveniently simple form after some simplifications:

∂CS(p)

∂pj
=

∫
1

α

[
−α exp(vj(θ))

1 +
∑J

k=1 exp(vk(θ))

]
dF (θ) = −sj(p). (19)

The derivative of product market profit with respect to pj is:

∂Π(p)

∂pj
= λsj(p) + λ

∑
k

(pk − ck)
∂sk(p)

∂pj
. (20)

The derivative of government spending with respect to pj is:

∂GS(p)

∂pj
= −λ

[∑
k

(GPDP
k −GMAPD)

∂sk(p)

∂pj

]
, (21)

= −λ

[∑
k

∆Gk
∂sk(p)

∂pj

]
. (22)
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Summing these terms, we obtain:

∂W (p)

∂pj
= (λ− 1)sj + λ

∑
k

(pk − ck)
∂sk(p)

∂pj
− λ

[∑
k

∆Gk
∂sk(p)

∂pj

]
, (23)

= (λ− 1)sj + λ
∑
k

(pk − ck −∆Gk)
∂sk(p)

∂pj
. (24)

Note that a decrease in consumer surplus in response to an increased price (−sj(p)) is offset,

up to the cost of transferring public funds, by an increase in profit in the product market

(λsj(p)).

The first-order conditions can be expressed in a particularly simple formula in vector

notation; the set of equations defining the social planner’s solution is:

(λ− 1)s(p) + λΩ(p)(p− c−∆G) = 0, (25)

where Ω(p) is a matrix of partial derivatives such that the element in the i-th row and j-th

column is:

Ωij(p) =
∂sj(p)

∂pi
. (26)
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Figure 9: Robustness Check: Uniform Optimal Vouchers with Alternative Marginal Costs
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Notes: The figure plots the estimated total welfare in full equilibrium counterfactuals under vouchers of
various levels across three estimates of marginal costs: the baseline, baseline plus 20 percent, and baseline
minus 20 percent.
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Figure 10: Robustness Check: Social Planner Solution with Endogenous Outside Option
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Notes: The figure plots the differences in premiums (top panel) and market shares (bottom panel) between
the social planner with and without the endogenous outside option for plans in California in 2010.
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